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Thesis Abstract 

An Analysis of Stomatal Conductance 

J. Timothy Ball 

The responses of stomatal conductance to interacting environmental and 

physiological factors are the result of several interdependent mechanisms. This results 

in a complex pattern of. response to environmental conditions. The objective of this 

study was a systematic analysis of stomatal responses with the aim of quantifying both 

the response of stomata to individual factors and the interaction between them. 

Stomatal conductance ( g sw) varies in parallel with C02 assimilation rate (A), 

provided that humidity and the ambient C02 concentration are held constant, as has 

been reported previously .. This pattern results in a constant ratio of stomatal 

conductance to C02-assimilation-rate (g
5
wl A). When the C02 concentration is varied 

the ratio of stomatal conductance to (A) varies as an inverse function of the C02 

concentration at the leaf surface ( c 
5

). When humidity and temperature are varied 

(g
5
w1A) varies as a linear function of the relative humidity at the leaf surface (h

5
): 

not, as has been thought, in proportion to the difference in vapor concentration 

between the leaf and the air. 

The entire analysis is brought together to form a concise· empirical model of 

stomatal conductance: stomatal conductance varies as a linear function of a slope 

constant times the C02 assimilation rate times relative humidity at the leaf surface 

divided by the mole fraction C02 at the leaf surface plus a small intercept term (g5w = 

mAh
5
/c

5 
+b). Thirteen species examined, including both C3 and C4 plants, all fit a 

similar model (r2 > 0.85) with the slope constant, m, and intercept, b, varying between 

species. It is shown that water-use efficiency and carbon isotope discrimination during 

photosynthesis are inversely related to the model's slope. 
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This model of stomatal responses provides the first physiological basis for linking 

models of leaf photosynthetic biochemistry, transpiration, and energy balance. Such a 

unified physiological model is used to predict photosynthetic rate, transpiration rate, 

leaf temperature, water use-efficiency, the marginal water cost of C02 uptake, and the 

relative limitations (control) of particular subprocesses to the fluxes of C02, H20, and 

energy, under a variety of environmental conditions. 

Approved for publication: 

, aduate Studies & Reaearch 
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CHAPTER 1 

A Statement of the Problem. 

How Does Stomatal Conductance Vary in Response to the Environment? 

. The apparent role of stomata is to restrict the outward flux of water vapor 

from the leaf, while presenting minimal limitation to the inward diffusion of C02 

sustaining photosynthesis. Under any environmental condition if stomata are not 

sufficiently open photosynthetic productivity will suffer. If stomata are open too 

wide water will be wasted. Appropriate control of stomatal aperature is complex 

because the two processes, photosynthesis and transpiration do not necessarily re

spond in parallel to changes in environmental conditions. The potential rate of 

photosynthesis is strongly dependent on environmental factors such as light inte

sity, temperature, and C02 concentration. Potential transpiration depends on leaf 

temperature, air humidity and wind speed. In fulfilling their role on a day to day 

basis stomata seem to respond to four environmental variables: light, carbon diox

ide, temperature, and humidity. Over periods longer than a day, responses to other 

factors such as hormones and the nutrient status of the plant become important. 

Despite years of experimentation and debate there is no unifying description and 

only limited mechanistic understanding of these responses (see reviews of Raschke, 

1979 and Zeiger, 1983). 

In a wider context, the most significant barrier to predicting productivity and 

water use of plants has been that information about stomatal responses to envi

ronmental and physiological conditions has appeared to be complex and difficult to 

generalize. Previous models of leaf gas and energy exchange have been forced to 

use arbitrary values for stomatal conductance or values obtained from studies un

der specific plant or environmental conditions. Thus, although leaf photosynthetic 

biochemistry can be modeled (e.g. Farquhar, von Caemmerer, Berry, 1980) and al

though a body of theory to link microclimate conditions to leaf energy balance and 
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transpiration is well established (cf. Campbell, 1977), application of these models 

to many real problems has not been possible because photosynthesis, transpiration, 

and energy balance interact through and with stomatal conductance. A basis for 

predicting leaf gas and energy exchange will be useful in considering questions and 

problems ranging from fundamental physiology, to agriculture, to addressing the 

role of vegetation in global climatic trends. Moreover, understanding how the sys

tem functions can permit one to predict how the system might respond if portions 

of the system were altered; to consider whether or not the system is optimized with 

respect to specific criteria; and to develop rational strategies for improvement of 

plants or management practices. To analyze the regulation of a system one must 

relate the characteristics of individual system elements (or grouped elements) to 

the behavior of the whole system. Given the complexity of the physiological and 

environmental interactions present in this system, we have opted to apply quanti

tative 'systems approaches' to. examine control of C02 uptake and transpiration by 

various elements of the leaf-environment system. 

There were two objectives in this study. First, to provide a simple unifying 

empirical description of stomatal responses to environmental factors. This was ini

tially based on the observations that variation in factors affecting mesophyll carbon 

metabolism (e.g. light and nutrition) seem to affect stomata to a similar degree 

resulting in a constant ratio of stomatal conductance to C02 assimilation. This 

constant ratio is robust provided that air humidity, leaf temperature, and ambient 

C02 are held constant. Building on this observation we have shown that humidity, 

temperature, and ambient C02 cause predictable and quantifiable variations in the 

ratio of stomatal conductance to C02 assimilation. Second, having developed a 

concise description of stomatal responses we used this description to build a unified 

mathematical model of the relationship between the photosynthetic biochemistry, 

stomatal responses, and micro-environmental conditions. This unified model can 

be used to predict exchange of C02 , water vapor, and energy by leaves under a 

variety of environmental conditions. We also used this model in conjunction with 

a systems analysis approach to consider the degree to which various components of 
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the unified system control the fluxes of energy, water, and C02. 

The key element of this analysis, the model of stomatal response, is empirical. 

While it is hoped that this empirical description of stomatal responses will lead to 

the development of a fuller mechanistic understanding of stomatal mechanisms, the 

validity of the above analysis does not require a full mechanistic understa:hding, 

and new information concerning the stomatal mechanism should not necessarily 

invalidate the present analysis. 

Relationship of this Study to Previous Studies. 

Stomatal Responses to C02 and Light. It has long been known that stomatal 

conductance tends to decrease in response to increasing ambient C02 concentration. 

Scarth (1932) suggested that the stomatal opening with increased light is caused by 

decreasingC02 within the leaf. It was later shown that the intercellular C02 (ci) is 

nearly constant over a wide range of light intensities. Thus it grew to be expected 

that stomata 'attempt' to keep Ci constant, primarily through a feedback effect 

of C02 on stomatal conductance (Raschke, 1975). Formal analysis of this model 

indicates that stomatal· control is not based on keeping Ci constant. As ambient 

C02 ( ca) cha:hges, the postulated control system is able to reduce perturbations 

in Ci by about 60% in c4 plants and by about 30% in Ca plants. Hence, the 

apparent closed-loop gain of the system is less than unity (Wong, 1979). H the 

gain of the feedback system based on Ci is less than unity there should be large 

changes in Ci with changes in irradiance, but these are not observed. Feedback 

of Ci on conductance (the so-called indirect response to light) can explain very 

little of the response of stomata to light (Wong et al. 1978). The response of 

stomatal conductance to light is parallel to the increase in photosynthesis (Wong 

et al. 1978; Sharkey and Raschke, 1981), though the mechanism of this 'direct' 

or 'feedforward' response is unknown. Raschke (1979) used a scheme based on a 

number of feedforward responses to describe stomatal response to C02 and photon 

flux but as with descriptions of stomatal responses based solely on signal feedback, 

it has been difficult to develop generalized values of these signals for the prediction 

of stomatal conductance under different environmental conditions. 
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Cowan (1977) and Cowan and Farquhar (1978) took a new approach to the 

problem of defining stomatal responses. They assumed the goal of stomatal re

sponses to be- maximize carbon gain given a particular quantity of water to expend; 

or equivalently - minimize water loss given a particular carbon gain requirement. 

Then, using an engineering approach they asked, 'How should stomata· respond to 

environmental variables?' One important idea that crystallized from this approach 

was that the rate of water loss might be expected to be related in some close way 

to the rate of carbon dioxide uptake. 

It was this idea, that a clearer understanding of stomatal behavior might result 

from consideration of the relation of carbon metabolism to stomatal conductance, 

that led to the work of Wong et al. (1978, 1979, 1985 a,b,c). These workers demon

strated that, provided humidity, leaf temperature, and ambient C02 concentration 

are held constant, variation in photosynthetically active photon flux, mineral nu

trition, mild water stress, and mild photo- inhibition of photosynthesis all result 

in parallel changes in net photosynthesis and stomatal conductance. It was also 

noticed by Wong (1979) that Ci increases in a striking linear fashion when Ca was 

varied over a very wide range concentrations, provided photosynthetically active 

photon flux, leaf temperature, and humidity were kept constant. This relatively 

was true for plants grown under a wide range of light intensities, and with a wide 

range of nitrogen availabilities. Plants with C3 photosynthesis were found to have 

slopes relating Ci to Ca of about 0.7 while C4 plants were found to have slopes of ap

proximately 0.4 ("Wong, 1979). These observations led Farquhar and Wong (1984) 

to publish an empirical model of the response of stomatal conductance to photo

synthetically active photon flux and C02. This model is algebraically related to the 

C02- and assimilation rate-linked portions of the empirical model of stomatal. con

ductance developed in the second chapter of this thesis. In their model Farquhar 

and Wong empirically relate the observed patterns of photosynthesis, intercellu

lar C02 concentration, and stomatal conductance to a predicted level of ATP in 

mesophyll chloroplasts. This ATP pool size is predicted from a variation of the 

Farquhar, von Caemmerer, and Berry (1980) model of photosynthetic biochemistry 
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and is determined by the balance between predicted light-reaction production of 

ATP and its predicted use by the Calvin cycle and photorespiration. The model of 

stomatal responses which is presented in this thesis is strictly empirical and is not in 

any way dependent on an actual or hypothetical link between stomatal conductance 

and the ATP pool in photosynthesizing cells. Nonetheless the apparent relationship 

between stomatal responses and leaf photosynthetic activity is central to the work 

. reported here. 

Stomatal responses to humidity and temperature. The present model goes 

beyond Farquhar and Wong in that it deals explicitly with variations in humidity 

and temperature. The response to humidity has been presumed to be a response to 

the vapor concentration difference between the leaf and the air. This presumption 

appears to have arisen because the difference in the mole fraction of water vapor 

across the stomata (D.w8 ) is.the driving force for transpiration, and stomata are pre

sumably functioning to control water loss. One popular hypothesis attempting to 

explain the humidity response of stomata (Sheriff and Meidner, 1976) is a feedback 

system involving water loss from cells near or within the sub-stomatal cavity. These 

cells are thought to contribute disproportionately to the transpiration stream, and 

the suggestion is that they tend to lose turgor at a rate that is proportional to 

the transpiration rate or D.w8 • The postulated loss of turgor is then expected to 

lead to decreased stomatal conductance. An observation difficult to reconcile with 

this hypothesis is that the response to humidity can be large enough for transpira

tion rates to be constant or even to decrease with increasing D.w8 • This pattern of 

response is difficult to explain by feedback mechanisms, and it has been hypothe

sized that the signal to reduce stomatal conductance is related to the potential for 

increased transpiration rather than the actual rate of water loss. In pointing out 

that the humidity response can exhibit the characteristics of such a feedforward 

system, Farquhar (1978) showed that the response is mathematically explainable 

if conductance decreases linearly with increasing transpiration from some area ex

terior to the point of stomatal restriction of water loss at constant leaf tempera

ture. The evidence for 'epistomatal transpiration' as the controlling factor in the 
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humidity response has been reviewed by Maier-Maercker (1979). That the humid

ity response occurs in areas of epidermis no larger than that surrounded by a few 

stomata and possibily at the level of single guard cell pairs (Lange et al. 1971) has 

been considered by some to support the 'epistomatal transpiration' explanation for 

the humidity response (Schulze, 1976}. At the least, this observation suggests that 

the stomatal humidity response is not strictly tied to the water status of the whole 

leaf. 

A major source of confusion has been the interaction of temperature and humid

ity. Probably as a result of this confusion, the response of stomata to temperature 

has received a relatively small amount of attention. Conductance generally appears 

to be highest at intermediate temperatures (Losch, 1977). There are reports of 

stomata opening at high temperatures (Drake et al. 1970). This has been inter

preted by some as increased evaporative cooling, a mechanism by which to avoid 

thermal damage. In demonstrating the interaction of temperature and humidity on 

stomatal responses, Lasch (1977) showed stomata on epidermal strips of Polypodium 

to be less sensitive to tl.w8 at high temperature than at low, a fact that he noted 

as remarkable. In the same study, Lasch found that plants had peak apertures at 

temperatures corresponding to their growth temperatures, which the author sug

gested might indicate a relationship between stomatal temperature responses and 

the temperature response of photosynthesis. 

In chapter 2 of this thesis we show that the simplest explanation for both 

the temperature and the humidity responses of stomatal conductance is that the 

humidity response is a function of the relative humidity rather than tl.w8 , and that 

the response of stomatal conductance to temperature is related to the response of 

photosynthesis to temperature. 

As is evident from the ~hove discussion, there are important links between 

this work and the recent work of Wong, Farquhar, and Cowan at the Australian 

National University. The work presented here was begun on the basis of S. C. 

Wong's Ph D. thesis (Wong 1979) in which he tested the usefulness of describing 

stomatal responses in terms of a systems of feedback responses that, at the time, 
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were thought to have actual mechanistic equivalents. Having found this means of 

describing stomatal responses inadequate, Wong's work pointed the way toward the 

empirical description of stomatal responses which is central to this thesis. 

What this Thesis Does Not Consider. 

There are a number of topics that this thesis does not address but that are 

closely related to the studies reported here. I mention some of these here not 

only to save the reader the trouble of searching for information that is lacking and 

also to point out some topics which deserve investigation in the future. I have 

tried to avoided speculating about the mechanistic relationships responsible for the 

apparently powerful description of stomatal conductance developed in Chapter 2. 

This is mostly to avoid the possibility that the usefulness of this relationship could 

be lost in a controversy about its mechanistic cause. The exception to this statement 

is a brief discussion of possib~e means by which relative humidity could be sensed 

by guard cells. Unfortunately, we have not investigated the relationship of the 

blue light response of stomatal conductance to the empirical model of conductance 

nor have we explicitly investigated how the empirical model might relate to known 

hormonal influences on stomatal conductance. We also did not spend a great deal 

of time considering possible rhythmicity in the responses of stomatal conductance. 

We found little evidence for this phenomenon in the plants which we used in gas 

exchange experiments. It is, at present, difficult to say what the importance of 

these omitted topics are to the daily course of stomatal conductance in nature and, 

therefore, these topics require further study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

An Analysis and Concise Description of Stomatal Responses to 

Multilple Environmental Factors 

Introduction. 

A general goal for the study of the physiology of stomata is the prediction of stom

atal conductance based on a mechanistic understanding of guard cell function. Much 

is known about the qualities of stomatal responses to environmental variables (see 

recent reviews: Raschke, 1979; Hall, 1982; Schulze and Hall, 1982; Zeiger, 1983; 

Schulze, 1986). Progress toward both a mechanistic understanding of guard cell 

function and the ability to quantitatively predict stomatal conductance have been 

difficult, in part, because of the apparent complexity of interactions between fac

tors influencing stomata. The majority of experimental studies of stomata have 

considered the influence of only single variables on stomata thus not considering 

how factors might interact to affect stomatal conductance. 

We report here the results of a series of leaf gas-exchange experiments designed 

to quantify the response of stomatal conductance to humidity, temperature, C02 

concentration, photosynthetically active photon flux density, leaf photosynthetic 

capacity, and the interaction between these responses in intact attached leaves. In 

brief, this study entailed quantifying the sensitivity to response to each of these · 

factors under a systematic series of defined levels of the other factors. These mea

surements were made with leaves having a range of photosynthetic and stomatal 

conductance capacities. 

Analysis of the data from these experiments revealed several consistent re

lationships which we combine into a concise quantitative description of stomatal 

responses. Our analysis began with and now extends two observations made in a 

series of papers by Wong et al. (1978; 1979; 1985a, b, c). The first observationis 

that factors which affect the photosynthetic rate (e.g. PFD, mineral nutrition, mild 
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water stress) affect stomatal conductance to the same relative extent (i.e. there is 

a nearly constant ratio between stomatal conductance and C02 assimilation rate) 

provided that leaf temperature and the ambient mole fraction C02 and H2 0 are 

held constant. The second observation is that at PFD between 0.25 and 2 mmol 

m-2s- 1 changes in ambient mole fraction C0 2 between 100 and 400 JLmol mol- 1 

result in changes in stomatal conductance such that there is a nearly constant ratio 

between the ambient and leaf intercellular mole fractions C02 provided that the 

ambient humidity and leaf temperature are constant. This observation is albraically 

equivalent to the statement that stomatal conductance to water vapor (9sw) varies 

as the C02 assimilation rate (A) divided by a constant (because, neglecting the 

influence of water diffusion out of the leaf on C0 2 diffusing in, 

(2.1) A_ (ca- Ci) 
- 9sw 1.6 ' [ ( Ci)]-1 or 9sw = 1.6A Ca 1-- . 

Ca 

The empirical approach which we have used in this work does not presuppose knowl

edge of the mechanistic bases of the responses described by the model. Nevertheless, 

the analysis may provide insights into the mechanistic basis of guard cell function. 

Some implications that the analysis provides regarding stomatal mechanisms are 

discussed here. We develop our analysis using data from Glycine max but we show 

that can be applied to eight other species including both C3 and C4 plants. In 

order to make our analysis directly applicable to natural conditions (where wind 

speed and leaf size cause the aerodynamic boundary-layer around a leaf to vary), 

conductance is expressed in terms of stomatal conductance rather than stomatal 

plus boundary-layer conductance. Also, gas concentrations external to the leaf are 

expressed in terms ofmole fraction water vapor (w 8 ) and C0 2 '(c 8 ) at the leaf sur

face, i.e. interior to the aerodynamic boundary layer, rather than the mole fraction 

in the bulk air. A primary reason to consider gas concentrations at the leaf sur

face is to provide the basis to link the model developed here to kinetic models of 

leaf boundary-layer processes and leaf photosynthetic biochemistry. Linked kinetic 

models must share at least one common substrate pool. We use the model developed 

here to predict the mole fraction C02 in leaf intercellular air spaces (ci) (a necessacy 
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input to models of leaf photosynthetic biochemistry) under different environmental 

conditions. We also use this description of stomatal responses to consider how en

vironmental factors and the photosynthetic responses of leaves influence water- use 

efficiency and carbon isotope discrimination. 

Materials and Methods. 

Plant Material. Glycine max L. Merr. cv Corsoy and Zea maize L. cv Trojan 

175 (obtained from De Kalb-Pfizer Genetics, R.R. 1 Box 8, Beaman, Iowa 50609 

USA); Camissonia brevipes (Gray) Raven. and Perityle emoryi Torr. in Emory. 

(both collected, Death Valley, California USA); Gossypium hirsutum L. cv Delcot 

(obtained from University of Arizona Cotton Research Farm); Nerium oleander 

L.(propagrated vegetatively from a single clone maintained at Stanford California), 

were grown in climate controlled glasshouses. They were grown either hydropon

ically, in a 50/50 V:V mixture of perlite and vermiculite, or a 33/33/33 V:V:V 

mixture of perlite, vermiculite, and soil. In all cases the nutrient solution contain

ing 1.2 mM Ca2+, 9mM K+, 1mM Mg2+, 1mM H2P04, 8.5 mM N03, 1 mM 

so~-, .3 JLM Cu2+, 10 JLM Mn2+, 1.5 JLM Zn2+, 40 JLM Bo~-, 1.5 mM C1-, 6.2 

JLM Moo~-, 0.1 mM Fe- ethylenediaminetetracetic acid (Fe-EDT A), 0.15 JLM Co2+. 

Data is also reported from Amaranthus retrofiexus L. Stout, Portulaca oleracea L., 

Nerium oleander L. (a ramet of the clone refered to above) and Gossypium hirsu

tum L. cv Acala SJ 2 (obtained from California Planting Cotton Seed Distributors, 

P.O. Box 1281, Bakersfield, California, USA) growing in a field at the Carnegie 

Institution Department of Biology, Stanford, CA. 

Gas Exchange Apparatus. Transpiration and C02 assimilation rates were mea

sured with a compensating gas exchange system similar to that described by Field 

et al. (1982). The present system differs in the following significant ways. (i) Mass 

flow controllers are used to make air of various mole fraction C02 by combining 

C02-free air and 1% C02 in N2 . (ii) The flow of C02 compensating photosynthesis 

is regulated by a mass flow controller. (iii) The flow of dry gas sent to the chamber 

is measured by a mass flow meter. (iv) Gas sent to the chamber can, if needed, be 
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humidified by bubbling through a small volume of water that is slightly acidified 

with H3P04 and heated to slightly above the desired dewpoint. The in-going dew

point is then achieved using a small condenser regulated with peltier modules. (v) 

A chilled mirror hygrometer measures humidity within the chamber. (vi) An airfoil, 

located upwind of the leaf in the chamber, is positioned so that the boundary layer 

conductance is the same on both sides of the leaf. (vii) The boundary-layer con

ductance in the chamber is varied by adjusting the supply voltage to the circulating 

fans. A diagram of this system is shown in reference (Ball 1987). 

Experimental protocol.· In each gas exchange experiment either ambient mole 

fraction C02 (ca), ambient mole fraction water vapor (w8 ), photosynthetically ac

tive photon flux density (PFD), or temperature was varied while all other factors 

were held constant. The same experiment was then repeated with one of the fixed 

factors set at one of four or five different, pre-determined, levels. This was contin

ued until each factor had been varied under most of the possible combinations of 

settings of each of the other factors. The following range of conditions were used in 

these experiments: PFD from 0.1 to 2.0 mmol m-2s- 1 , c8 from 100 to 1000 JLmol 

mol- 1 , leaf temperature from 15 to 40°C, and 1lw8 from 2 to 30 mmol mol- 1 . All 

factors were varied in both increasing and decreasing directions. Data were recorded 

when assimilation and conductance closely approached steady-state. Final states 

were practically independent of direction of approach. Gas exchange parameters 

including mole fractions water vapor and C02 at the leaf surface were calculated 

as described by Ball (1987). 

Results. 

Both the stomatal conductance to water vapor (9sw) and the rate of C02 assim

ilation (A) vary as the photon flux density (PFD) provided to a Glycine max L. 

leaf is changed (Fig. 2.1A). These variations in 9sw are proportional to changes in 

A (Fig. 2.1B) and thus the ratio 9sw/A is nearly constant (Fig. 2.1C) over a wide 

range of PFD, provided that the mole fractions of C02, the relative humidity at 

the leaf surface (c8 and h8 , respectively) and the leaf temperature are held constant 

throughout the experiment. The magnitude of the 9sw/A ratio depends upon the 
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Figure 2.1. The response of C02 assimilation rate, stomatal conductance, and 

the relationship between these two, in G. max, as photosynthetically active PFD is 

varied at 25°C under different C02 and humidity conditions: c8 = 270 JLmol C02 

mol-l, h8 = 0.56 (D, •); C8 = 830 JLmol C02 mol- 1 , h 8 = 0.56 (o , •); c8 = 830 

JLmol C02 mol-l, hs = 0.85 (Ll , A). Panel A shows the changes in the absolute 

values of C02 assimilation rate (open symbols) and stomatal conductance (filled 

symbols). Panel B shows the variation in stomatal conductance with respect to 

C02 assimilation rate as PFD is changed. Panel C shows the variation in the 

ratio of stomatal conductance to C02 assimilation rate as PFD is changed under 

the three different C02 and humidity conditions. 
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Figure 2.2. Panel A. The absolute values of C02 assimilation rate (open symbols) 

and stomatal conductance (filled symbols) changing in response to the mole fraction. 

C0 2 at the leaf surface (i.e. interior to the boundary layer), in G. max, at 25°C, 

under different PFD conditions: PFD = 1.35 mmol quanta m-2s- 1 h8 = 0.79 (6 

, A); PFD = 0.5 mmol quanta m-2s-1 h8 = 0.86 (o , •); PFD = 0.25 mmol 

quanta m- 2s-1 h 8 = 0.86 (o, IIi). Panel B. The data from Panel A recast showing 

the change in the ratio of stomatal-conductance to C02- assimilation-rate, as a 

function of the mole fraction C02 at the leaf surface. Panel C. The absolute 

values of C02 assimilation rate (open symbols) and stomatal conductance (solid 

symbols) changing in response to the mole fraction water vapor gradient from the 

leaf intercellular airspaces to the leaf surface (6w 8 ), in G. max at 25°C and c8 = 

330 J,Lmol C02 mol- 1 , under three different PFD levels: PFD = 1.375 mmol quanta 

m- 2s- 1 (6 , A); PFD = 0.525 mmol quanta m-: 2s- 1 (o, •); PFD = 0.250 mmol 

quanta m-2s-1 (o, •). Panel D. The data from Panel C recast showing the change 

in the ratio stomatal-conductance/ C02- assimilation-rate as a function of .6.w8 • 
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values of c,, h, and temperature (Fig. 2.1C). Previous studies (Wong et al. 1978, 

1979, 1985 a,b,c, Yosie 1986) have drawn attention to the linear correlation between 

stomatal conductance and assimilation but have not explicitly considered how this 

relationship might vary under different conditions. Figure 1C shows that the Ysw! A 

ratio is greater at c8 =- 270 J.Lmol mol- 1 than at c, = 830 when humidity is held 

constant (h, = 0.56). Also, the g8 w/ A ratio is greater when humidity is high (h, 

0.85) than when humidity is low (h, = 0.56) at constant C02 (ca = 830 J.Lmol 

mol- 1 ). This conforms to the general observation that of stomata tend to dose 

with increasing C02 and decreasing humidity. Consistent and systematic stomatal 

responses to h,, c,, and temperature become evident despite large differences in the · 

absolute values of A and g8 w in different experiments when stomatal conductance 

is normalized with respect to A (i.e. by considering the g sw /A ratio). 

Data from experiments in which C02 {Fig. 2.2A) or humidity {Fig. 2.2B) were 

varied at different PFD levels (measured on different leaves) of G. maz conform to 

the general patterns reported in many other studies (Hall 1982, Hall 1976, Morison 

and Jarvis 1983, Schulze et al. 1975, Schulze and Hall 1982, Wong et al. 1978). 

Assimilation rates increase with increasing c11 and then tend to saturate at different 

levels depending on PFD (Fig. 2.2A). At the same time absolute values o( stom

atal conductance generally tend to decrease with increasing c11 , but, also depending 

upon PFD, may increase or remain nearly unchanged. Expressed as the conduc

tance/assimilation ratio (Fig. 2.2B) there is a similar response pattern at all PFD 

levels: the Ysw /A ratio changes in approximate proportion to 1/ c8 • The data from 

experiments at 1.35 and 0.5 mmol m-2s- 1 PFD fall along the same line. At the 

lowest PFD (0.25 mmol m-2s- 1) the Ysw/ A ratio is slightly higher but follows the 

same pattern as at the higher light level. As A approaches zero at the light or 

C02 compensation point, conductance remains above zero and the Ysw/ Aw ratio 

will tend toward infinity. Data at very low PFD and c, were not included in this 

analysis. 

When the relative humidity is decreased at constant temperature (i.e. the 

difference in mole fraction water vapor between the leaf intercellular airspaces and 
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Figure 2.3. The influence of humidity on stomatal conductance in G. max at 20 ( • ), 

25 (.6:.), 30 (o), 35 (D) degrees C, at constant c8 (= 330 JLmol mol- 1) and PFD (=1.1 

mmol m-2s-1). Panel A. Stomatal conductance versus the mole fraction water 

vapor difference between the leaf intercellular airspaces and leaf surface. Panel B. 

Stomatal conductance normalized with respect to the C02 assimilation rate (9sw/A) 

versus the mole fraction water vapor difference in the intercellular airspaces and the 

leaf surface. Panel C. Stomatal conductance versus the relative saturation deficit 

(i.e. tl.w8 normalized with respect to the change in Wsat with temperature: 1.0-h8 ). 

Panel D. Stomatal conductance versus C02 assimilation rate times the decimal 

relative humidity at the leaf surface; that is, stomatal conductance normalized with 

respect to A (by using A as a factor in the abscissa) as a function of the relative 

humidity of the air interior to the leaf boundary layer. The regression line for the 

data at each temperature is not statistically different from the regression line (the 

dotted line) shown. 
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the leaf surface (D.w~) is increased) both g~w and A decline (Fig. 2.2C). The slope of 

g~w with respect to humidity is less at low PFDthan at high PFD. The assimilation

rate-normalized stomatal conductance (g~w/A) decreases with the same, approxi

mately linear, response at all levels of photon flux (Fig. 2.2D) (Ball and Berry 

1982). 

The data shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 were all obtained with the leaf tem

perature held at· 25°C. The possibility of interacting effects of temperature and 

air humidity on stomatal conductance is considered in Figure 2.3. The slope of 

stomatal conductance and g~w/A in response to changing D.w~ tends to decrease as 

temperature increases (Fig. 2.3A and 2.3B respectively). If the It has been widely 

postulated that humidity response of stomata is related to the passive loss of wa

ter from the epidermis (see Farquhar 1978, Maier- Maercker 1983, Sheriff 1984). 

If this postulate is correct and if there were no interaction between humidity and 

temperature in the regulation of stomatal conductance then a near uniform slope of 

conductance in response to D.w~ would be expected at all temperatures. Figures 2.1 

and 2.2 show that stomatal conductance varies in proportion to changes in the net 

assimilation rate. This :rate does change with temperature so that alternatively one 

might expect that the response of 9sw/A to Dow~ rather than that of g~w, would be 

uniform at all temperatures. Since both of these measures of stomatal response to 

D.w~ decrease with increasing temperature (Fig. 2.3A and B) then either the humid

ity response is not simply proportional to D.w~ or there is some interaction of the 

temperature and the D.w~ responses or both. In attempting to differentiate between 

these possibilities it is helpful to recall that temperature affects the ability of air 

to hold water. The saturation mole fraction of water vapor in air (wut) increases 

exponentially with temperature. Normalizing D.w~ with respect to the change in 

w sat at different temperatures eliminates much of the difference between the slopes 

of the response of stomatal conductance to D.w~ at the different temperatures (Fig. 

2.3C). In an isothermal system the decimal relative humidity at the leaf surface (h~) 

is related to the mole fraction vapor difference (D.w~) by, 

(2.2) 
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Figure 2.4. Stomatal conductance normalized with respect to the C02 assimilation 

rate (9sw/ A) versus leaf temperature at constant relative humidity, C02 and PFD. 
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Figure 2.5. The response of stomatal conductance normalized with respect to 

the C02 assimilation rate (by A in the abscissa) to changes in relative humidity 

(at the leaf surface) at three C02 concentrations: c6 = 270 J,tmol mol-1 (o); c6 = 

330 J,tmol mol- 1 (data from Figure 3, solid symbols); c8 = 830 J,tmol mol- 1 (6). 

Because stomatal conductance is normalized with respect to A the responses are 

independent of temperature (e.g. data at c8 = 330 J,tmol mol-1) and PFD. 
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so that !l.w 8 /Wut is the complement of decimal relative humidity and the abscissa in 

Figure 2.3C is equivalent to 1-h8 • By considering the assimilation-rate-normalized 

stomatal conductance (g8 w/ A) as a function of relative humidity the responses at 

all temperatures fall on a single line. (Note that Figure 2.3D differs from Figure 

2.3C in that h8 rather than its complement (!l.w 8 / w 8 at) was used in the abscissa 

and that stomatal conductance was normalized with respect to A by including the 

assimilation rate in the abscissa (as in Fig. 2.1B) rather than dividing 9sw by A 

explicitly.) From these results we advance the hypothesis that stomata respond to 

relative humidity rather than to !l.w8 (or the related parameters epidermal tran

spiration or whole leaf transpiration). A corollary to the above result is that the 

stomatal conductance/assimilation ratio remains constant over a range of tempera

tures if relative humidity is held constant (Figure 2.4). This result indicates that the 

temperature response of at constant h8 is related to change in the C02 assimilation 

rate. 

The influence of both C02 and humidity upon stomatal conductance interact 

with and can be normalized by the C02 assimilation rate (Fig. 2.2B and 2.3D). 

Stomatal sensitivity to humidity and C02 also i~teract with each other (Fig. 2.5). 

In Figure 2.5 the humidity response data from Fig. 2.3C (with c8 = 330 JLmol mol- 1) 

are plotted with humidity response curves at lower (c 8 = 270) and higher (c 8 = 830) 

C02 levels. These data show that the slope of stomatal conductance response to 

relative humidity decreases with increasing C02. This pattern is similar to the de

cline in the assimilation-rate-normalized stomatal conductance (9sw/ A) seen in Fig. 

2.2B and suggests that the humidity and C02 responses interact multiplicitively, 

i.e. can be normalized with respect to each other. 

By normalizing the responses of humidity and C02 with respect to each other 

{Fig. 2.5) and making use of their multiplicative interaction with factors that influ

ence the C02 assimilation rate (Fig. 2.2B, D), a concise predictive model of stomatal 

responses to environmental factors and the physiological state of the leaf can be ob

tained (Fig. 2.6). The variation in stomatal conductance caused by a wide range 
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Figure 2.6. A concise empirical model of stomatal conductance in Glycine max. 

The linear relationship of conductance to a combined environmental-physiological 

index: the product - net C02 assimilation times relative humidity at the leaf 

surface divided by the C0 2 concentration at the leaf surface. The model (dotted 

line) is an unconstrained regression (intercept not significantly different from the 

origin) of the data shown here. A = C02 assimilation rate (JLmol m-2s- 1 ), h8 

decimal relative humidity (unitless) and c8 is mole fraction x106 (JLmol mol- 1). 
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of light, temperature, humidity, and C02 is accounted for in the relationship 

( ) 
Ah8 2.3 g8 w = m- +b 

Cs 

where m and b are constants. This model, represented by the dotted line in Fig. 2.6, 

is an unconstrained regression which, in the case of Glycine max, has an intercept 

not significantly different from the origin. The parameters in Fig. 2.6 have the 

following units: A is in JLmol C02 m-2s- 1 , c8 is in JLmol mol- 1 air, h 8 (the decimal 

relative humidity at the leaf surface) is mol H2 0 mol- 1 air, g8 w is in mol air m-2s-1 • 

Thus, the ordinate intercept, b, has units of mol m- 2s- 1 and m is unitless. In the 

case of G. max, b is not significantly different from zero. The slope, m, represents 

a composite sensitivity of stomatal conductance to environmental factors. The 

dotted lines in Figures 2.1B and C, 2.2B and D are the lines predicted by the 

overall relationship shown in Figure 2.6. 

One test of the robustness of this analysis is its applicability to a large number 

of separate experiments. The data presented here were obtained from many differ

ent individual plants grown under different light and nutrient conditions. Different 

growth conditions resulted in a range of maximum photosynthetic capacities. With 

more than 500 data points collected, under a broad range of conditions (see Meth

ods) ( PFD < .15 mmol m-2s- 1 and c8 <150 JLmol mol- 1) , from more than 50 

gas-exchange experiments on Glycine max, virtually all data fall within the range . 

of values shown in Figure 2.6. 

An indication of the generality of this analysis (Equation 2.3) is its applicability 

to different species. In experiments with eight other species, a linear regression of 

g8 w = f(Ah 8 / c8 ) fitted the data with a coefficient of determination, r 2 , of greater 

than 0.85 (Table 2.1). There are important differences in stomatal responses be

tween species. Values of the slope constant, m, ranged from 2.4 to 16.4. The 

C4 plants, Zea mays, Portulaca oleraceae and Amaranthus retroftexus, had lower 

slopes than the C3 plants (Table 2.1). Some species have ordinate intercepts which 

are significantly different from the origin, unlike Glycine max. This seems to be 

true particularly of species with the lowest and highest slope constants. Gossyp

ium hirsutum and Nerium oleander were grown in the field and in the glasshouse 
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Table 2.1 Comparisons of Species' Stomatal Hodel Parameters 

Photosynthetic Species Slope Interc~pt r2 Number Grown 
.Pathway (unitless) (mol m- s-1) data points 

c3 
Glycine max 9.29 0.008 0.969 256 Glasshouse 

cv. CorsJy 79 

Gossyp1um h1rsutum 
cv. Delcot 8.04 0.005 .91 95 Glasshouse 
cv. Alcala 8.01 0.03 .90 42 Field 

Nerium oleander 10.62 0.07 .85 61 Both 

Camissonia brevipes 16.43 ~0.31 .85 116 Glasshouse 

Hslvastrum rotundifoli~ 
11.7 0.02 .85 20 Glasshouse 

Perityle emory! 10.13 0.06 .89 13 Glasshouse 

c4 
Zea maize 3.23 0.06 .89 97 Glasshouse 

Amaranthus retroflexus 
3.06 0.03 .95 97 Field 

Portulaca oleracese 2.4 0.13 .92 10 Field 



and exhibited the same slope and intercept characteristics when measured in ei

ther the laboratory or the field despite conditions being generally less favorable and 

photosynthetic capacities being lower in the field. It is important to note that the 

data in Table 2.1 result from a linear analysis. We have found, however, that a 

second order polynomial is significantly better at describing the humidity response 

of some species (e.g. Gossypium hirsutum). We also emphasize that a linear model 

(Equation 2.3) cannot be used to describe stomatal responses as A approaches zero 

at either the C02 or the PFD compensation points. Possible additions and refine

ments to this analysis are discussed in a latter section. Nonetheless, by far the bulk 

of photosynthesis and conductance through the course of a day occur under con

ditions where a linear model (Equation 2.3) provides a good estimate of stomatal 

conductance. 

Discussion. 

An integrated view of stomatal responses. Several points arising from this 

analysis seem most significant. (1) Our results confirm and extend the work of Wong 

et al. (1978; 1979; 1985 a,b,c) and others (e.g. Yosie, 1986) showing that stomatal 

conductance and C02 assimilation rate are closely correlated (Fig. 2.1). Our data 

show that the correlation between A and 9sw is maintained over a broad range of 

conditions with the slope changing as a linear function of the relative humidity at 

the leaf surface and as an inverse function of the mole fraction C02 at the leaf 

surface. (2) Normalization of 9sw with respect to A apparently accounts for part 

or all of the differences in stomatal conductance caused by factors which affect -A 

such as leaf temperature, P F D, C 0 2, and growth conditions. Thus, normalizing g sw 

with respect to A provides a useful way to resolve stomatal conductance patterns 

associated with environmental variables that affect A. (3) Studies of the interac

tion between temperature and humidity show that the assimilation-rate-normalized 

stomatal conductance changes in proportion to relative humidity (rather than the 

vapor concentration gradient) (Fig. 2.3C). (4) Both the ratio 9sw/A and the sensi

tivity of this ratio to humidity vary as an inverse function of the mole fraction C02 

at the leaf surface (Figs. 2B, 5). Likewise, the sensitivity of 9sw/A to C02 changes 
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in proportion to relative humidity (Fig. 2.5). (5) The above observations indicate 

that the factors influencing stomatal conductance interact multiplicatively. Thus, a 

concise expression for predicting stomatal conductance is g8 w = mAh8 jc 8 + b (Fig. 

2.6). (6) Data from the nine species tested fit this model and show that 'composite 

stomatal sensitivity' (the slope constant in equation 2.3) and the intercept of equa

tion 2.3 vary among species (Table 2.1). The relationships demonstrated here are 

ad hoc; the mechanisms underlying the responses patterns are incompletely under

stood. Neither the experimental procedures reached are predicated upon particular 

hypothetical mechanisms, nor the manner in which the data have been analysed and 

presented has been influenced by hypotheses concerning the actual mechanisms of 

stomatal response. 

Limitations and potential refinements of this analysis. There are limitations 

to the linear analysis presented here which we wish to make clear. As A tends toward 

zero, both at low photon flux (below approximately 150 Jtmol m-2s-1 for plants 

grown near 1000 Jtmol m-2s- 1 ) and at low ambient C02 (c 8 below approximately 

150 Jtmol mol-1 ) stomatal conductance no longer changes linearly with A. In both 

situations we find that g8 w tends to be higher than a linear model would predict. 

The response to humidity can also be curvilinear at the extremes. The extent of 

this curvilinearity appears to differ between species. In Gossypium hirsutum and the 

desert plants Nerium oleander, Camissonia brevipes, and Malvastrum rotundi'jolium, 

the relationship between g8 w and h8 is substantially more curvilinear than that 

response in G. max (thus the lower r 2 values in Table 2.1). In G. hirsutum, for 

example, the second order regression equation 

A(26.12h~ - 25.95h 8 ) 

gBW = + .03 
Cs 

fits the humidity response data at c8 of 330 Jtmol mol-1 and different levels PFD 

with a coefficient of determination (r2 ) of 0.95 while the linear regression equation 

10.1h8 
gBW =A -.006 

c. 

fits these same data with an r 2 of 0.83 (data not shown). 
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None of our basic conclusions are actually predicated on a strictly linear model. 

A model which included curvilinear responses to A, h8 , and c8 , and which retained 

the multiplicative interactions between factors could easily be constructed. For 

the species which we have examined, however, the majority of photosynthesis and 

transpiration occur under conditions where the simpler linear model can be applied. 

Thus, a linear analysis seems to be the most reasonable initial approach toward 

predicting stomatal responses. 

We have used white light in these experiments while many mechanistic studies 

have emphasized the separable influences of blue and red light on stomata (Zeiger, 

1983). Although the response of stomata specific to blue light seems to saturate at 

low photon flux densities (Zeiger and Field, 1982) this response may not have be~n 

saturated in our low PFD measurements. The interaction between light quality and 

other factors influencing stomata is a subject which needs further study. 

We emphasize that the analysis presented here describes steady-state stomatal 

responses and makes no attempt to describe transient responses. In nature, of 

course, conditions are constantly changing. The kinetics of the approach to steady

state may be important to consider in building a description of stomatal responses 

to natural conditions. 

We have not yet explored the influence that stress might have on the relation

ships described by this analysis. It has been found, however, that slowly imposed, 

mild water limitation and growth under some limiting nitrogen and phosphorus 

conditions did not alter the relationship between A and 9sw, nor was the influence 

of C02 , on the 9sw/A ratio changed in several species (Wong et al. 1985 a,c). The 

influence that these growth conditions had on the humidity response was explicitly 

examined as measurements were made at only one humidity. It is unlikely, however, 

that the stomatal sensitivity to humidity would have been altered while the values 

of 9sw/A at the measured humidity remained constant. 

The relationship between C02 assimilation rate and stomatal conductance. 

Our results indicate that changes in A and 9sw resulting from either short term 

changes in P FD, temperature, and C02 or long term changes in 'leaf capacity' are 
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correlated. Thus, normalizing stomatal conductance with respect to A is a means 

of separating the influence associated with photosynthesis from the presumably 

separate responses of stomata to C02 and humidity. This normalization also allows 

measurements made on a few leaves to be generalized to other leaves and possibly 

to the level of whole plants and plant canopies. The mechanistic basis of the linear 

conductance/ assimilation relationship is not clear and we reiterate that this empiri

cal analysis is not predicated upon any particular mechanistic relationship. Wong et 

al. (1979) have suggested that a 'mesophyll message' might 'inform' stomata of the 

rate of photosynthesis occurring in the mesophyll. It is also possible that stomata 

respond in parallel with, but independent, of the mesophyll. The controversy over 

whether the photosynthetic carbon reduction cycle occurs in guard cells (Zeiger et 

al. 1987) and how this cycle might be linked to regulation of stomatal aperture is, 

therefore, of interest. Sharkey and Raschke (1981) found that stomata continued 

to respond to PFD and C02 after photosynthetic function of the mesophyll was 

poisoned by electron transport inhibitors although not in exactly the same manner 

as controls. Also, the aperture of stomata in peeled epidermis change in response 

to photon fluence and other environmental factors (Zeiger, 1985). Responses of 

stomata separated from functional mesophyll does not exclude the possibility that 

a signal from the mesophyll might also occur in the intact leaf. 

Response to C02 • A simple explanation for the complicated nature of the stom

atal response to C02 is that it is actually a combination of two responses. First, 

increasing C02 tends to increase A and as a consequence stomatal conductance. 

Second, increasing C02 may cause a 'direct' closing response so that conductance 

is inversely related to the C0 2 concentration (Fig. 2.2B). In darkness stomatal 

conductance varies in inverse proportion to the mole fraction C02 (Sharkey and 

Raschke 1981). Our use of the c8 and h8 in this model is entirely arbitrary, imply

ing nothing about where the C0 2 concentration and humidity involved in setting 

g8 w are 'sensed'. We use c8 and h8 as independent variables because they represent 

substrate pools required to link the physiological processes of stomata to models of 

microclimate and leaf boundary-layer processes. An analysis based on either the 
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mole fraction C02 in the free airstream (ca) or intercellular C02 would take the 

same form as the present model (Equation 2). This is because C02 assimilation 

and stomatal conductance vary such that ca, c8 and Ci are kept in constant ratio 

(Farquhar and Wong, 1984, Wong et al., 1979). Experiments in which ci was varied. 

independently of Ca (using a dual-stream gas exchange system) support the hy

pothesis that stomatal conductance is a function of Ci rather than of any parameter 

related to external C02 concentrations (K.A. Mott, unpublished). 

Response to temperature. The results of studies of the temperature response 

of stomata have been contradictory. Some of these studies have neglected the in

teraction of temperature with humidity; others may have suffered from technical 

difficulties. When reliable techniques have been used it has generally been found 

that stomatal conductance increases with temperature if l:l.w 8 is held constant (hs 

would be increasing) (Hall 1982, Neilson and Jarvis, 1975; Schulze et al., 1975). 

Such findings are in qualitative agreement with the results presented here. As in 

the case of C02 we suggest that the stomatal response to temperature has two 

components. One response tends to keep 9sw proportional to changes in A with 

temperatures. The other response changes 9sw in proportion to changes in relative 

humidity with temperature when the mole fraction water vapor at the leaf surface 

is held constant. 

Response to Humidity. The primary function of stomata is presumably to con

trol transpiration. The rate of water loss from leaves is proportional to the driv

ing force for transpiration, the mole fraction vapor gradient from leaf intercellular 

airspaces to the air (l:l.w 8 ). Thus, it has been expected that stomatal conduc

tance would vary in proportional to l:l.w 11 • Recent hypotheses for the mechanism 

of the humidity response suggest that water loss from the epidermis in general or 

the stomatal apparatus in particular is responsible for the humidity response (e.g. 

Maier-Maercker, 1983; Sheriff, 1984). Water loss from the epidermis has been con

sidered to be the mechanism involved in this response in order to account for the 

fact that whole leaf water loss in some cases decreases with increasing l:l.w8 (i.e. 

the mechanism appears to involve a 'feedforward' response of 9sw with respect to 
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transpiration, cf. Farquhar, 1978). 

Hypotheses based on epidermal water loss (proportional to ~ws) through a 

constant cuticular conductance (e.g. Sheriff, 1984) would predict that the sensitiv

ity (slope) of g8 w or g8 w/A with respect to relative humidity would increase sharply 

higher at higher temperatures. In contrast to this prediction, a single sensitivity 

to h 8 is observed across a range of temperatures (Fig. 2.3C). A mechanism based 

on epidermal water loss through a constant conductance could explain this obser

vation if there were an additional mechanism catising a change in guard cell turgor 

proportional to the exponential change in w sat with temperature. Such a 'tempera

ture compensating' mechanism seems unlikely. Furthermore, cuticular conductance 

appears to increasing with humidity (Schonherr, 1982; Schonherr and Schmidt, 

1979). A humidity response mechanism based on epidermal water loss through a 

variable conductance would require even more complicated temperature compen

sation in order to maintain the apparent constant sensitivity to relative humidity 

at all temperatures. We cannot rule out the possibility that epidermal water loss 

has this sensitivity to temperature, but Occam's Razor encourages the alternative 

hypotheses of a direct response to humidity. 

Possible mechanisms for stomatal response to relative humidity. The sim

plest hypothesis to explain the observed humidity response is that stomatal con

ductance varies in proportion to relative humidity and is not directly related to 

the flux of water from the leaf or epidermis. This hypothesis would suggest that 

environmental conditions rather than some aspect of leaf water loss provides the 

'signal' for the humidity response. The response could thus appear to involve 'feed

forward' with respect to transpiration. A possible link between atmospheric relative 

humidity and stomatal conductance is the degree of hydration of polar regions of 

protein, lipids, or sugar polymers. The degree of hydration of polar compounds 

tends to vary linearly with the relative humidity of the surrounding air. (Recall the 

horse-hair hygrometer.) Also, the water potential of the atmosphere is proportional 

to the natural logarithm of the decimal relative humidity (decimal relative humidity 

being equal to the chemical activity of water). The water potential of a solution in 
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equilibrium with the atmosphere could provide a signal eliciting a response propor

tional to relative humidity. One possible location for materials involved in 'sensing' 

hs are the ectodesmata. These small regions in epidermal cuticles are apparently 

high .in polar compounds and the hydration state of these compounds is thought to 

be influenced by the activity of water in the atmosphere (Schonherr, 1982; Schon

herr and Schmidt, 1979). The largest concentration of 'ectodesmata' are above 

guard and companion cells (Franke, 1969; Schonherr and Bukovac, 1970). 

In several species, somewhat larger areas of thin cell wall with little cuticular 

deposition have been identified on the ventral (pore-facing) wall of guard cells (Ap

pleby and Davies 1983). Changes in the hydration state of materials or in the water 

potential of a solution in either of these areas may signal guard cells to redistribute 

osmoticum resulting in a change in stomatal conductance. Another possibility is 

that passive changes in cell wall hydration might result in changes in physical prop

erties of the cell wall, such as elasticity. Changes in wall properties could alter the 

relationship between guard cell turgor pressure and volume; therefore, resulting di

rectly in changes in stomatal conductance without the re-distribution of osmoticum. 

Ion movements have been reported in association with the humidity response (Losch 

and Schenk 1978) but this should not rule out th~ possiblility of a direct mechanical 

response to humidity. 

Predicting stomatal conductance, gas- and energy-exchange. The fluxes 

of C02, H20, and energy at a leaf are highly interlinked processes. Prediction 

of rates of leaf C02 assimilation given real environmental conditions, for example, 

requires pr~diction of leaf temperature thus leaf energy balance and transpiration 

rate. Currently available models of leaf and canopy energy-balance and water-use 

all require more or less arbitrary values of stomatal conductance since there has 

not been a concise, physiologically-based, means of predicting 9sw· There has been 

considerable recent progress in predicting photosynthesis as a function of parameters 

such as PFD, temperature, and leaf protein content (e.g. Chartier and Prioul 

1976, Farquhar et al. 1980). However, both mechanistic and semi-empirical models 

of photosynthesis require estimates of Ci which is itself a func,tion of A and 9sw· 
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Currently, models of photosynthesis must be provided values of ei or 911 w somewhat 

arbitrarily. One particular difficulty in developing models of energy, water, and C02 

exchange has been the variation in stomatal responses among leaves. Normalizing 

g11 w with respect to A accounts for much of this variation. The present analysis not 

only makes it possible to link photosynthesis and microclimate models but actually 

requires that the photosynthetic rate and microclimate conditions be simultaneously 

considered in order to predict g11w· As is shown in the Appendix, an estimate of 

ei which is independent of the absolute values of A and g11 w can be obtaine~ from 

h 11 , and e11 by rearranging Equation 2. The estimate of ei can then be used in 

a model of photosynthesis such as (Farquhar et al. 1980) to predict an absolute 

value for A, and in turn g11 w may then be obtained from Equation 2. In practice 

predictions of stomatal conductance and the fluxes of C02, H20, and energy must 

be obtained by iteration. By providing the link between leaf microclimate/ energy 

balance models and models of photosynthesis the present analysis opens the way 

to improved understanding and prediction of water-use, productivity and energy 

balance of individual plants and of plant stands (see Appendix). 

Water-use efficiency and other factors related to the g11w/A ratio. Among 

the potential uses of the current analysis is the opportunity to predict the relative 

magnitudes of g11w and A. Quantities related to the g11w/A ratio are the inter

cellular mole fraction C02 (ei),. the ei/ e11 ratio, water-use efficiency (A/ E), the 

discrimination between 13C02 and 12C02 in photosynthesis {D), and the propor

tional 'limitation' of photosynthesis by diffusion of C02 through the stomata and 

by biochemical processes. Because this analysis uses A as a parameter it is possible 

to predict the abov~ quantities at given values of h 11 and e 11 (see Appendix). In an 

earlier communication {Ball et al. 1987) we showed how the present analysis can 

be used to estimate the proportional limitation (control) of photosynthesis resident 

in stomata a~d leaf biochemistry. The difference between the 13C02jl2C02 ra

tio in the ambient air and that fixed into new leaf material {D) is related to the 

proportional limitation of photosynthesis by diffusion processes versus biochemi

cal processes in C3 plants. The major diffusional limitation for both C02 and 
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water vapor are the stomata. The magnitude of D found in leaf material, therefore, 

should provide an integrated record of the relative importance of biochemical versus 

stomatal 'limitation' of photosynthesis. Farquhar and Richards (1984) have shown 

that the ratio of stable carbon isotopes in plant tissue is correlated with long term 

water-use efficiency, as was predicted, and that the stable isotope ratio of tissue is 

a heritable trait. 

Plant breeders interested in altering the relationship between crop water-use 

and productivity should be able to select for different composite stomatal sensitiv

ities (values of m, Eq. 2.3) based on the 13Cjl2 C ratio of dry plant tissue. It is 

shown in the Appendix (Equation A2.5) that the stable carbon isotope discrimina

tion during photosynthesis in C3 plants, D, should vary inversely with both relative 

humidity and the composite stomatal sensitivity (slope constant, m, of Equation 

2.3). It is also shown (Equation A2.7) that instantaneous water use-efficiency (A/ E) 

should vary approximately (1) linearly with c8 ; (2) in proportion to 1/(tl.w8 h8 ) [a 

parabolic function of h8 at constant temperature); (3) inversely with the slope con

stant, m. The fact that the composite stomatal sensitivity (m) is unchanged in 

plants with different photosynthetic capacitieS suggests that m is a better target for 

selection than is the value of stomatal conductance itself. Stable isotope methods 

are probably more efficient than direct gas exchange measurements as a method 

to screen differences in stomatal sensitivity in C3 plants. However, carbon isotope 

methods cannot be used to detect differences in g sw /A or A/ E in C4 plants be

cause the isotope discrimination by PEP carboxylase is small. Our data (Table 2.1) 

shows that there are differences in the value of m between C4 species. These differ

ences result in different water-use efficiencies. Selection for differences in composite 

stomatal sensitivity in C4 plants will require direct determination of m. 

Conclusion. 

The physiological basis for the prediction of stomatal conductance, under many 

environmental conditions, which is provided by this analysis should be helpful in 

modeling and predicting rates of biochemical processes related, but not restricted, 

to carbon fixation within the leaf, as well as, C0 2 , water, and energy fluxes at the 
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single leaf and at the canopy (stand) levels. The composite sensitivity of stomatal 

conductance, m, reflects a compromise between the costs and benefits of stomatal 

conductance relative to the photosynthetic activity of the leaf as do, the carbon iso

tope discrimination (D), leaf water-use efficiency, and leaf intercellular mole fractio 

C02 (ci)· Natural selection (and artificial selection in crops) has likely led to dif

ferences in this composite sensitivity to environmental conditions, yielding levels of 

intercellular C02 appropriate for the mesophyll capacity for C02 fixation within 

the constraints of water resources. 

A mechanistically based model may eventually provide a better and more sat

isfying basis for predicting stomatal responses but this is not presently possible. 

Empirical models, though perhaps not complete in every detail, can provide a basis 

for predicting responses and may provide insights leading to mechanistic under

standings of a system. 
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Appendix 

The model of stomatal conductance as presented in Equation 2.3 requires a value of 

A in order to predict 9sw and biochemical models of photosynthesis (e.g. Chartier 

and Prioul, 1976; Farquhar et al., 1980) require a value of Ci to provide an estimate 

of A. The familiar Fick's Law formulation for the relationship of C02 assimilation 

rate, mole fraction C02 gradients and stomatal conductance to water vapor, 

(A2.1) A = 9sw (c - c ·) l.6 B I I 

makes it clear that Ci is determined by the relative magnitudes of 9sw and A. The 

factor 1.6 in Eq. A2.1 is the ratio of ratio of stomatal conductance to water vapor to 

that for C02. Equation A2.1 neglects the influence of the effiux of water from a leaf 

on the influx of C02 (Jarman 1974) but this effect often reduces calculated values 

of Ci by less than 2% in C3 plants (Ball 1987). In obtaining a preliminary estimate 

of Ci, A, and 9sw it is assumed that c8 and w 8 equal Ca. and Wa., respectively. The 

ambient mole fractions water vapor and C02 are often reasonable estimates of w 8 

and c8 because the boundary layer conductance is often large relative to the flux of 

either gas. By using the right-hand side of Equation A2.1 to substitute for A in the 

model of stomatal conductance (Eq. 2.3), Ci can be estimated as, 

(A2.2) ( 
1.6 1.6b ) 

Ci ~ C8 1 - -h· + . h . 
m B mgBW' B 

When the model's intercept term (b) is small enough to neglect (see Table 2.1) or 

to obtain a preliminary value of Ci for a biochemical model of photosynthesis Ci can 

be taken as: 

(A2.3) ( 1.6 ) 
Ci ~ C8 1- -h . 

m s 

After an initial value of A has been determined the influence of the boundary layer 

and of diffusion of C02 in a ternary system can be included in the calculation of Ci. 

Notice that from Eq. A2.3 Ci is predicted to be approximately linearly related to c8 
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at constant relative humidity (cf. Farquhar and Wong 1984, Wong et al. 1979) and 

that Ci increases with relative humidity. The ratio Ci/C 8 can be obtained by simply 

rearranging Eq. A2.3. 

The discrimination between stable carbon isotopes which occurs during photo

synthesis in C3 plants can be approximated as, 

(A2.4) 
c· c· 

D = 0.0295_!_ + 0.0044{1- _!_ ). 
Ca Ca 

(Farquhar et al1982). In this approximation c8 is considered the source C02 (i.e. 

fractionation in the boundary layer is ignored) and any fractionation due to, {1) 

transfer resistance between Ci and the site of carboxylation, (2) dark respiration, and 

( 3) photorespiration, are ignored (as the contributions of these processes to the total 

observed fractionation are expected to be small). In Equation A2.4 the term 0.0295 

is the fractionation due to RuBP carboxylation and is the average of measurements 

of discrimination made on both isolated Rubisco and whole cells (R.D. Guy, M. 

Fogel and J.A. Berry, unpublished); the term 0.0044 is the fractionation due to 

diffusion in still air, i.e. through stomata. By substituting for the ratio ci/ c8 in Eq. 

A2.4 from Eq. A2.3 the stable isotope fractionation during photosynthesis in G3 

can be approximated as, 

(A2.5) . D = 0.0295 - 0"042 . 
mh8 

The leaf transpiration rate (E, mol m- 2s-1) is, 

(A2.6) 

when the influence of the concentration gradient of air between the leaf intercellular 

airspaces and the leaf surface on the efflux of water vapor from the leaf is ignored 

(Jarman 1974) (usually less than a 3% error in C3 plants [Ball1987]). By using Eq. 

A2.6 to substitute for g 8 w in Eq. 2.1 and rearranging, the instantaneous water-use 

· efficiency becomes, · 

(A2.7) 
A Ca bll.w8 

E mh8 ll.Wa + mh8 E 

Ca 
~ 

mhall.Wa 
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where 6.w8 is the mole fraction water vapor at the leaf surface. The last term of Eq. 

A2.7 is almost always insignificant relative to the first (cf. Table 2.1). When this 

term involving b is insignificant then the only biological parameter on the right- hand 

side of equation A2~7 ism, the composite stomatal sensitivity, all other parameters 

are physical. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A unified model of leaf energy and gas exchange and its 

use in studying the control of system fluxes. 

Introduction. 

Two goals in the study of biological systems are, to establish a basis for pre

dicting fluxes through these systems and to gain an understanding of how the fluxes 

are regulated or controlled. Establishing a basis for predicting leaf gas and energy 

exchange, will be useful in considering questions and problems ranging from fun

damental physiology, to agriculture, to predicting global climatic trends. The most 

significant barrier to predicting leaf energy balance and gas exchange has been the 

lack of a basis for the prediction of stomatal responses. Previous models of leaf gas 

and energy exchange have been forced to use arbitrary values for stomatal conduc

tance or values obtained from studies conducted under specific (and rather limited) 

plant or environmental conditions. Thus, although leaf photosynthetic biochemistry 

can be modeled (e.g. Farquhar, von Caemmerer, Berry (1980) and although a body 

of theory to link microclimate conditions to leaf energy balance and transpiration 

is well established (cf. Campbell, 1977)) application of these models to many real 

problems has not been possible because photosynthesis, transpiration, and energy 

balance interact through and with stomatal conductance. 

The second goal, developing an understanding of regulation and limitation in 

biological systems, is important for understanding how systems function. Moreover, 

such understanding may permit one to consider whether or not a system is optimized 

with respect to specific criteria and to permit one to predict how the system might 

respond if some aspect of the system were changed. A major part of preparing 

to analyze the regulation of a system is relating the response characteristics of 

individual system elements (or grouped elements) to the behavior of the whole 

system. Biological systems can be especially challenging because of their complexity. 

Correct interpretation of regulation and function within such systems can be beyond 
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intuition. Quantitative 'systems approaches' can be valuable tools for understanding 

the relationships involved in complex systems. 

Plant biologists have not been -quick to adopt quantitative approaches in study

ing flux control, regulation, and limitation of metabolism and related processes. For 

example, Blackman's (1905) analysis of photosynthetic responses to environmental 

factors, suggesting that the system was limited mainly by a single factor at any given 

point, seemS to have had a strong influence on the thinking of plant physiologists. 

It is still popular to consider that metabolic systems are limited predominantly (or 

solely) by a single element at any given time. On the other hand, engineers and 

operations analysts use as a fundamental tenant of systems design the concept, from 

the calculus of variation, that all system elements should limit the throughput of a 

system in proportion to their relative marginal costs (Lieberman and Hillier, 1980). 

One would be surprised if Mother Nature has not learned this lesson. 

This chapter concerns a computer-based mathematical model of leaf energy, 

C02 and water exchange. The model contains sufficient information (some mech-

. anistic, some empirical) to describe the interaction between the three major com

ponents of the system - photosynthetic biochemistry, micro-climate, and stomata 

- as well as some of their sub-processes. The model can, therefore, be used to 

predict not only fluxes of energy, water, and carbon dioxide, but also the degree to 

which the system is controlled by various of its components. As an example of how 

this unified model might be used we have predicted the daily course of leaf energy 

and gas exchange. We then analyse the distribution of flux control, with respect to 

C02 and water vapor, between system components. Among the points which have 

been clarified by this analysis are (1) that the stomatal humidity response may con

tribute significantly to the well known mid-day depression of photosynthesis near 

mid-day; (2) that the regulation of C02 and H20 exchange is shared to a significant 

degree by several of the system's components; (3) that the controls of both C02 and 

water fluxes change considerably as the leaf responds to environmental conditions; 

( 4) that the activity of the photosynthetic biochemistry can, through its influence 

on stomata, exert a large degree of control over transpiration; (5) that interactions 
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(e.g., feedforward and feedback) within the system are significant, making it nec

essary to consider the system as a whole rather than ostensibly isolated changes 

in single components. In demonstrating the importance of considering the interac

tions between all components of the system, we compare an assessment of the degree 

to which the various system elements control transpiration using a 'whole system' 

approach with the assessment from an approach (that of Jarvis and McNaughton 

(1986)) which does not allow for all system interactions. 

Control Analysis. 

In this chapter regulation and limitation of fluxes is described in terms of flux control 

coefficients as defined in the metabolic control theory of Kaeser and Burns (1973) 

using the nomenclature of Burns et al. (1985). The control coefficient of a system 

component upon a flux, is defined as the fractional change in the flux through 

the entire system, relative to the fractional change in the level of the particular 

component. The fractional change in the component is always considered over a 

differential increment so that the control coefficient component an element ( P) on 

flux (V) is 

(3.1) 

Note that flux responses to a change in the activity of one system element resulting 

in part from secondary changes in the activity of other elements are properly con

sidered part of the control exerted by the original element. It is appropriate then, 

that control coefficients have also been termed net sensitivity coefficients. It should 

be clear that a control coefficient of a system component is a value that is rendered 

by the whole system and not solely by the characteristics of the isolated component. 

Although control coefficients usually vary between zero and unity (one), they may 

be greater than one, or less than negative one. When a system component has a 

control coefficient of unity then an incremental increase in that component results 

in a increase in the flux through the entire system which is directly proportional to 

the incremental change. A negative control coefficient indicates that an increase in 

this element results in decreased system flux. This can occur, for example, when 
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a branch point enzyme removes an intermediate from an autocatalytic metabolic 

cycle or when an increase in activity of one system component influences the pool 

of an effector species which then modulates the activity of other system elements 

downward (i.e. negative feedback). 

Two theorems underlie metabolic control analysis. The summation theorem 

provides that, if the system is appropriately described, the sum of all control coef

ficients for a system is unity. Thus, when all values are between zero and one, then 

control coefficients can be viewed a roughly reflecting the proportion of control that 

resides in each particular component. The connectivity theorem provides a means 

to link, the change in flux through isolated individual component to changes in 

substrate levels (termed elasticity, e), to changes in flux through an entire system. 

This theorem states that the sum of the product of each control coefficients times 

the corresponding elasticity equals zero (L Ci · fi = 0). In the present case the 

structure of the computer model provides relationships indicated by the connectiv

ity theorem. We will make more explicit use of the summation theorem than we 

will the connectivity theorem. 

Figure 3.1 shows a block diagram of the leaf/environment system as we analyse 

it and emphasises the fact that kinetic processes in both the leaf and the environ

ment are l.inked in this model by intermediate pools. In the leaf/ environment sys

tem, control coefficients can be determined by measuring the slopes of responses of 

various intermediate pools and of the system flux to changing external conditions, 

and relating these by means of the connectivity theorem as was done with respect 

to C02 assimilation, using an algebraic matrix as described by Woodrow, Ball and 

Berry (1987). Although the present model is a much less elegant way to obtain 

the value of a control coefficient, the present approach has several advantages over 

matrix solutions for control coefficients. Most importantly, flux is not predicted 

by these matrix solutions. Changes in parameter levels that are larger than a dif

ferential increment can not be considered with the matrix solution. Further, if the 

system is well characterized by the model, then experiments that are in actuality ex

tremely difficult to do can be simulated with the model, thus generating predictions 
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Figure 3.1 A block diagram of the leaf/environment system as it is considered in 

this model. There are three groups of sub-processes, the photosynthetic biochem

istry, the stomata, and the boundary layer and other external processes. These 

processes are linked in the model by pools of intermediates (i.e. ca, ci, c8 ) analo

gous to a metabolic pathway. 
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which can be tested with less difficulty. A computer model gives us the ability to 

vary, hypothetically, individual or collective characteristics of the leaf/environment 

system. From these results arise predictions of how flux rates might change and 

how the sensitivity of the flux to system components might vary with environmental 

conditions. 

The Model. 

Mathematical descriptions (models) of kinetic processes may be linked via the 'sub

strate pools' shared by these processes. Here, semi-mechanistic and empirical mod

els of photosynthetic _biochemistry, stomatal conductance, and leaf/environment 

energy exchange are linked by 'substrate pools' of C02 , water, and energy (Fig 

3.1). Although excellent analytical approximations are available for portions of this 

unified model (e.g. the Penman-Montieth equation for energy balance), an analyti

cal solution for this entire system is not a necessity and it is likely to be algebraically 

intractable. The unified model is, therefore, solved using techniques of humerical 

analysis. Figure 3.2 is a flow chart of the core of the model showing the major divi

sions of that core. This figure does not indicate how the model is used to calculate 

control coefficients. One implementation of this model is included in an Appendix 

to this chapter. The particular version of the model chosen for the appendix is 

capable of doing all of the simulations discussed in this chapter including recreating 

the Jarvis and McNaughton (1986) analysis of control of stomatal and environmen

tal factors with respect to transpiration. At present the model is meant to predict 

the 'final' or 'steady' state that the leaf environment system will reach under an 

imposed set of conditions while indicating nothing about the system's approach to 

that 'final' state. 

The energy balance and environment subrnodel. The energy balance/bound

ary layer transport sub-model has followed from the approach of Raschke {1956) At 

steady-state the energy entering a leaf must be balanced by the energy leaving the 

leaf .. Under any given set of environmental conditions (total incoming radiation, 

boundary layer conductance, air temperature, humidity, and mole fraction C02) 

and given value of stomatal conductance there is a unique distribution of energy 
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Figure 3.2 A flow chart of the computer program used to obtain numerical solutions 

to the unified model of leaf photosynthetic biochemistry, stomatal responses, and 

the physical environment. The diagram indicates the order in which the major· 

subroutines in this program are executed and typical criteria used to determine 

convergence to a any solution. The diagram indicates the way that the computer 

program obtains the steady-state fluxes and pool sizes. More detail concerning the 

calculation of control coefficients can be obtained from the program listing (see 

Appendix to Chapter 3). 
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dissipation between three possible routes that provides a solution to the energy bal

ance equation. The computer is programmed to search for this unique solution by 

adjusting leaf temperature and therefore the distribution of the outgoing energy be

tween radiative, sensible, and latent energy exchange in the following manner (also 

see Appendix to this chapter). Either ambient air temperature or the previous 'final' 

leaf temperature is used as an initial estimate of leaf temperature. The flux through 

the three energy pathways and the resultant error in the energy balance (difference 

between incoming and outgoing energy) is calculated. The leaf temperature is then 

offset by an arbitrary amount and these fluxes and their associated error values are 

calculated again. A new estimate of leaf temperature is then set as the point which, 

by linear interpolation or extrapolation of the previous two estimates, is expected 

to yield energy balance. The procedure then begin.S again, using this most recent 

temperature estimate and continues until the successive leaf temperature estimates 

differ by less than 1 x 10-6 °C and the energy imbalance is less than 1 x 10-8 W m-2 

of leaf area. The convergence criteria for energy balance as well as other pool sizes 

a:qd fluxes are set to very tight standards because the model is designed to be used 

to analyze the system's sensitivity to incremental changes in the characteristics or 

concentrations of system components. 

The flux of C02 , water vapor, and sensible heat and their concentration gra

dients across the aerodynamic boundary layer which surrounds the leaf are related 

by a proportionality coefficient, the boundary layer conductance. In these sim

ulations, different values of the boundary layer conductance were imposed on the 

system, rather than having this conductance vary as a function of leaf size and wind 

speed. This is because we are interested in understanding the general importance 

of the boundary layer in the system rather than which specific values of leaf size 

and wind speed give a certain boundary layer conductance. In the particular set of 

simulations presented here we wish to consider the importance of the combined leaf

plus-canopy boundary layer and we assume that this combined value is dominated 

by turbulent convective transport. Thus the boundary layer conductance to C02, 

H20, and sensible heat are all set to the same value. In the simulations of daily 
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courses considered in the results section, this value was set at 1 mol m-2s- 1 was 

used because this should be fairly representative of a leaf in a crop canopy (Nobel 

1983). For a leaf isolated from the influence of a canopy this boundary layer con

ductance value corresponds, for example, to a leaf with a characteristic dimension 

2.5 em in a 1.4 m s- 1 wind or a 5 em leaf in a 2.8 m s- 1 wind. 

Although turbulent transport moves H20and C02 approximately equally well 

in proportion to their respective concentration gradients, the movement of. water 

vapor outward from the leaf results in a concentration gradient of dry air and C02 

in the opposite direction (all else being equal). To take this fact into account, the 

fluxes of water out of the leaf and of C02 into the leaf must be considered as a three 

component system using the so called 'ternary transport equations' (see Jarman, 

1974; Caemmerer and Farquhar, 1982; Ball, 1987). In the 'ternary transport system' 

the value of a conductance is defined not simply as the ratio of the flux to the 

concentration gradient (as in a Ohm'!S analogy or binary transport system). Rather, 

the flux to gradient ratio is modified by the spatially averaged concentration of 

the other gases that have significant concentration gradients within the system. 

This spatial average is not the mean of concentrations at the two extremes of each 

gradient because the concentrations (of dry air, C02, and H20) do not change 

linearly over the distance between the free atmosphere and the leaf intercellular 

airspaces. There are two primary reasons that the gradients are not linear, (1) 

because the diffusivity of a substance in air differs depending upon whether it is 

moving through the stirred boundary layer or through the still air in the stomatal 

pore and (2) because the boundary layer and stomatal conductances are rarely 

equal; both cause the steepness of concentration gradients to change at the leaf 

surface. 

Because the spatially averaged concentrations in the boundary layer and in 

stomatal pores are usually different the vapor concentration at the leaf surface 

calculated across the respective conductances is usually different as well. In fact, the 

transpiration rate and both estimates of the surface water vapor initially predicted 

by the model all tend to be slightly in error. The real transpiration rate clearly 
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results in only one surface vapor concentration. The solution for the value of the 

water vapor concentration at the leaf surface ( w,) and the transpiration rate can 

be found by a numerical method, related to the linear search used to solve the 

energy balance equations. The program moves toward these values by obtaining two 

error parameters related to w,, (the difference between the values of w, calculated 

across the two conductances) at two slightly different values for the transpiration 

rate. It then slightly adjusts the transpiration rate to a value which would give 

the error parameter a value of zero. New estimates for the surface water vapor are 

then calculated from both directions. The process then begins again and continues 

until the a convergent value of transpiration and surface water vapor concentration 

are found. This method is possible because the boundary conditions (the mole 

fraction of water vapor in leaf intercellular airspaceS [given by leaf temperature 

at any solution to the energy balance equations) and the reference point in the 

atmosphere [an independent variable]) are known, and because the flux is dependent 

on the full gradient between the leaf and the free air. 

The value of the mole fraction C02 at the leaf surface ( c8 ) found in a similar 

manner. Briefly, the routine calculates an estimate of c, through both the boundary 

layer and across the stomata. Next these values are averaged forming an estimate of 

c, from which the intercellular C02 (ci) is calculated by looping around a calculation 

of the C02 assimilation rate (A). From this value a new c, is calculated. This c, 

is then used to estimate the value of the ambient mole fraction C02 (ca) using the 

boundary layer conductance. The value of c, is incremented slightly and a second 

estimate of Ca is obtained. The difference between the current value of Ca and these 

two estimates provide error estimates for c8 • A new value for c, is then obtained by 

interpolation/extrapolation to the mole fraction C02 at the surface which would 

give zero error. The process begins again with a new calculation of Ci· The process 

is completed when c, ci, and A have all converged, changing less than 1 in 10-16 

between successive passes and the error in the predicted value of Ca is less than 1 

in w-14 • 
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The photosynthesis submodel. The sub-model of photosynthetic biochemistry 

is based on the model of Farquhar, von Caemmerer, Berry (1980) and subsequent 

refinements (Farquhar and von Caemmerer, 1982; Caemmerer and Farquhar, 1981; 

Kirschbaum and Farquhar (1984; Brooks, A. and Farquhar. 1985). The model 

deviates from the Farquhar et al. approach in that the light response function is 

described by a quadratic function (see Thornley, 1976). This feature makes both the 

light and C02 responses curvilinear. This feature also makes it easy to adjust the 

shapes of these response curves to match measured responses. The model includes 

the possibility that the photosynthetic rate will become insensitive to C02 and 0 2 

at high intercellular mole fraction C02 (Sharkey, 1985; Sage and Sharkey 1987). 

However, this limitation was not encountered in the simulations presented below. 

The sources for all parameters used in photosynthesis model that were obtained 

from the literature are referenced with comments in the photosynthesis subroutine 

of the program (Appendix to Chapter 3). 

The stomatal su bmodel. In the previous chapter we show that stomatal con

ductance can be predicted by an expression of the general form, 

(3.2) 
Ah, .:( 

9sw = m-- +b, 
Ca 

where the empirically determined constants m and bare given in Table 2.1. 

Unification of the submodels. The scheme for arriving at the overall solution 

to the model is shown in Fig. 3.2. The program begins by using ambient air values 

for, the leaf temperature, and the mole fractions of water vapor and carbon dioxide 

at the leaf surface. The model of stomatal responses (Eq. 3.2) can be rearranged to 

provide an estimate of the intercellular mole fraction C02 , given the surface mole 

fractions of C02 and H20 thus: 

(3.3) ( 
1.6 1.6b ) 

Ci = C8 1 - -h + h . 
m a m s9aw 

From this estimate of Ci an initial estimate of C0 2 assimilation (A) and subsequently 

a value for stomatal conductance to water vapor (9sw) is obtained from Eq. 3.2. The 
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main program loop, (see Fig. 3.2) is then entered. The transpiration rate, leaf sur

face vapor concentration, stomatal conductance and energy balance are calculated 

by a subroutines. Next the C02 assimilation rate, leaf surface C02 concentration, 

and intercellular C02 concentration are calculated and stomatal conductance is ad

justed within other subroutines. The program then checks to determine if several 

fluxes and pool sizes have converged and, if not, runs through the main loop again. 

The control coefficients of system components are found by finite difference 

analysis (Euler's method). Values of independent variables which determine the 

activities of individual system components are incremented (one at a time) and the 

main loop of the program is run again until convergent values are reached. (For 

example, the concentration of Rubisco is incremented in determining the control 

coefficient for Rubisco). This increment value used was 0.75% of the normal value 

of the independent variables. The increment was chosen because we found that 

decreasing the increment below this value did not change the resultant values of 

control coefficients. Differentials are then estimated as finite differences between 

the steady-state values after incrementation and the initial steady-state values. We 

consider these estimates to be adequate because incremental walking through the 

functions gave no indications of stiffness; Control coefficients where calculated from 

Equation 3.1. 

Simulation Results and Interpretation. 

The daily course of gas exchange and control of C02 assimilation. Figure 

3.3 shows the predicted fluxes of C02 and H20 for a soybean leaf under environ

mental conditions (see Table 3.1) typical for the central USA during the growing 

season. The predicted assimilation rate rises and falls quickly at the two ends of the 

day because soybean leaves tend to track the sun. The predicted transpiration rate 

rises to a mid-day peak at 14.30 hrs. At that time the assimilation rate is predicted 

to be at the bottom of a 'mid-day depression.' Mid-day depressions in photosynthe

sis are a well known phenomenon (Tenhunen et al., 1984); although it is not known 

how widespread this diurnal pattern of photosynthesis is. Mid-day depressions have 

been observed in soybean (see for example Figure 3.4 taken from Rawson, Turner 
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Table 3.1 

Specified Environmental Parameters 

Solar Short- PFD Air Dew surround 
Time wave Temp. Temp. Temp. 

(Hr) (W/m2 ) (pmol;m2s) (oC) (oC) (oC) 

5.5 94 220 17.0 15.0 16.5 
6.0 300 705 17.1 15.1 16.5 
6.5 435 1021 17.3 15.2 16.5 
7.0 535 1255 17.5 15.3 17.5 
7.5 613 1439 18.3 15.8 18.9 
8.0 677 1589 19.1 16.3 20.0 
8.5 727 1705 19.8 16.8 22.0 
9.0 767 1800 20.8 17.4 24.0 
9.5 798 1872 22.0 17.8 25.0 

10.0 822 1929 23.0 18.2 26.0 
10.5 840 1970 24.2 18.5 27.0 
11.0 852 1999 25.0 18.8 28.0 
11.5 859 2015 26.2 19.1 29.0 
12.0 861 2020 27.6 19.3 30.0 
12.5 859 2015 28.9 19.5 32.0 
13.0 852 1999 30.0 19.5 34.0 
13.5 840 1970 31.5 19.5 35.0 
14.0 822 1929 32.0 19.4 36.0 
14.5 798 1872 31.8 19.3 35.0 
15.0 767 1800 31.2 19.0 34.0 
15.5. 727 1706 30.9 18.8 32.0 
16.0 677 1589 30.2 18.7 30.0 
16.5 613 1439 29.5 18.7 29.0 
17 .o 534 1255 28.3 18.6 28.5 
17.5 435 1021 27.0 18.5 28.0 
18.0 30 706 25.8 18.5 27.5 
18.5 93 220 25.0 18.4 26.0 
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Figure 3.3 The daily course of C02 assimilation and transpiration in soybean under 

typical environmental conditions (Table 3.1) predicted by the model and listed in 

the Appendix to Chapter 3). 
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Figure 3.4 A daily course of photosynthesis of a leaf on a well-watered soybean 

growing in the field and measured in a gas exchange system which tracked ambient 

conditions. From Rawson, Turner, and Begg, (1978}. 
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and Begg, 1978). The causes of these depressions in photosynthesis have been the 

object of much curiosity and study. This model was not designed to yield a mid-day 

depression; rather, the model was parameterized to match responses of plants to 

individually varied factors (photon flux density, C02, humidity, and temperature), 

measured at several background levels of the other factors. The fact that a mid

day depression is predicted provides an opportunity to use the model and control 

analysis to aid in understanding the causes of the depression of photosynthesis. 

One hypothesis regarding the cause of the mid-day depression is that a direct 

humidity effect reduces Calvin Cycle activity (e.g. Raschke, 1986). Such an effect 

was not included in the parameterization of this model. We suggest, therefore, that 

a direct humidity effect on biochemistry is not necessary to explain this diurnal 

pattern of photosynthesis. What then are the reasons that the model predicts this 

particular daily course of photosynthesis? Figure 3.5 shows that the relative hu

midity at the leaf surface reaches a minimum at mid-day. Recall from the previous 

chapter that the relative humidity at the leaf surface is one factor that apparently 

influences stomatal conductance. The decline in conductance in response to humid

ity leads to a decline in the intercellular C02 concentration and the rate of C02 

assimilation. The importance of air humidity as a causative factor in the daily 

pattern of intercellular C02 concentration and photosynthesis is demonstrated in 

Figure 3.6. This figure indicates that except for times early in the morning and late 

in the afternoon when PFD levels are low, Ci and the assimilation rate are predicted 

to be quite linearly related to the relative humidity at the leaf surface. 

Control Coefficients. We now consider how variation in the environment causes 

changes in the distribution of flux control in the leaf system which, in turn, results 

in the predicted variations in the fluxes of C02 and water. Figure 3. 7 shows the 

distribution of flux control with respect to the C02 assimilation rate through the 

day. The value shown beneath each component is the flux-weighted mean control 

coefficient for that component for the simulated day. The system components that 

control the flux are RuBP carboxylase/oxygenase, stomata, the leaf aerodynamic 

boundary layer, the radiative exchange properties of the leaf, and the grouped 
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Figure 3.5 The daily course of intercellular C02 , relative humidity at the leaf 

surface, and stomatal conductance predicted for soybean in the simulations which 

predicted the daily course of assimlation and transpiration (Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.6 The correlation between the relative humidity at the leaf surface and 

both the C02 assimilation rate and the mole fraction C02 in the intercellular 

spaces-from the simulated daily course of assimilation and transpiration (Figure 

3.3). 
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Figure 3.7 The control C02 flux in soybean by the five elements of the photosyn

thetic system during the daily course of assimilation and transpiration (Figure 3.3). 

See the text for information on the composition of the system elements. 
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system components that are involved in regenerating RuBP from PGA. This latter 

component, 'Other Biochemistry,' is comprised of photosynthetic electron trans

port/photophosphorylation, the entire Calvin cycle except Rubisco, the enzymes 

involved in the synthesis of starch and sucrose, and the excha.tige of sucrose for 

phosphate across the chloroplast membrane. This 'Other Biochemistry' component 

of the system is predicted to become important primarily during periods of low 

photon flux density. 

The 'Radiative Properties' component is involved in the net radiative exchange 

of energy and is comprised of absorption and emission of long-wave radiation and 

absorption of short-wave. One can view the incrementation of this component as 

being equivalent to slightly increasing the area of the leaf with respect to radiative 

exchange while keeping all other aspects of the system at the. original level. An 

increase in the net absorbed radiation will generally cause an increase in leaf tem

perature. Any direct temperature effect on photosynthesis will cause a proportional 

change in stomatal conductance, in accord with the empirical relationship between 

C02 assimilation rate and stomatal conductance. However, increasing leaf temper

ature also results in warming of the air at the interior of the leaf boundary layer, 

and ma.y cause a reduction in leaf surface relative humidity (if this is· not offset by 

the resultant in~rease in transpiration rate). Warming of the ambient air through 

mid-da.y, with little change in ambient vapor pressure, also causes the humidity at 

the leaf surface to fall, resulting in decreases in stomatal conductance and intercellu

lar C02 • Lowered intercellular C02 levels result in the system flux becoming more 

sensitive to the level of Rubisco. Thus, the high radiation load and the decrease in 

relative humidity (due to the increase in air temperature) at mid-day causes control 

of C02 flux to move toward stomata and Rubisco, while the control by radiation 

becomes increasingly negative. 

There are two reasons why an increment of the stomatal component of the 

system has a positive influence on the C02 assimilation rate. The main, and obvi

ous, reason is that the increase in stomatal conductance allows Ci, and consequently 

the C02 assimilation rate, to increase. Also, during mid-day increased stomatal 
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conductance may tend to allow increased transpiration, which will tend to cool the 

leaf, sending its temperature nearer the optimum for photosynthesis. 

The aerodynamic boundary layer is predicted to be nearly neutral with respect 

to photosynthesis throughout the day (Fig. 3.7), reflecting the following features 

of the system: (1} leaf temperature was predicted to be relatively close to air tem

perature throughout the day, so sensible heat flux was not a particularly important 

portion of the leaf energy balance; (2} although the boundary layer transports C02 

to the leaf, potentially increasing the photosynthetic rate, this C02 also tends to 

result in reduced stomatal conductance, as does the drier air transported to the leaf 

surface by the boundary layer. 

Analysis of the control of transpiration. The predicted daily course of system 

control coefficients with respect to evaporation are shown in Figure 3.8. The curve 

labelled 'physiology' represents control of transpiration resident in stomata, because 

the change in the flux of water vapor is initially mediated by changes in stomatal 

conductance. The rubric 'physiological' control contrasts with 'environmental' con

trol of transpiration, emphasizing the fact that leaves mount responses to internal 

and external conditions which influence the transpiration rate. Under the condi

tions modeled here 'physiological properties' of the leaf are predicted to have, in 

general, more influence on the transpiration rate than do the factors of the physical 

environment. Under other conditions the physical environment could have a greater 

portion of the control of transpiration than the 'physiological' components. 

Based on the description of the stomatal responses in terms of a response re

lated to the CO 2 assimilation rate, and responses related to the mole fraction C02 

and the decimal relative humidity at the leaf surface (Chapter 2}, we have sep

arated the 'physiological' component of the system controlling transpiration into 

two 'partial control coefficients'. The partial control coefficient for the 'assimila

tion rate-related' components of stomatal conductance is obtained as, the sum of 

the control of transpiration resident in the three grouped sets of reactions in the 

model of photosynthesis. What we have termed, the control related to the 'direct' 

stomatal responses to C02 and humidity, is calculated as the difference between 
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Figure 3.8 The control of water vapor flux in soybean by the 'physiological' ele

ment and the two environmental elements (radiation and the aerodynamic boundary 

layer) of the leaf/environment system. The values are obtained by analysis of the 

simulated daily course of transpiration (Fig.3.3). The physiological element is essen

tially the sensitivity of the flux to increments in the stomatal model slope parameter 

(m) (see Eq. 3.2). 
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the 'physiological' control and 'assimilation rate-related' control of transpiration. 

Calculating this partial control coefficient by difference, is possible as a result of 

the summation theorem. Consideration of these two 'partial control coefficients' 

will help make clear the nature of some responses of the system to environmental 

conditions. 

· The predicted daily course of system control coefficients with respect to evapo

ration with the 'physiological' control separated into the two 'partial control coeffi

cients' is shown in Figure 3.9. Notice that the control resident in the boundary layer 

and the 'direct' component of the stomatal response often have similar magnitudes 

but opposite signs. This reflects a fundamental aspect of the interaction between 

plants and the environment which has not previously been so evident. The sim

plest view of the role of the leaf boundary layer in controlling transpiration would 

indicate that, if the boundary layer conductance were to increase, then the rate of 

transpiration should increase-because the vapor concentration at the leaf surface 

would decrease causing a steeper vapor gradient across the stomata. In contrast to 

the 'simple view,' this model predicts that small increases in the conductance of the 

aerodynamic boundary layer have, under many of the simulated conditions, a nega

tive influence on the transpiration rate. This occurs because stomatal responses to 

decreasing humidity and increasing C02 at the leaf surface tend to counter-act the 

changes in boundary layer transport. Because boundary layer conductance and the 

stomatal conductance operate in series and tend to oppose each other, the system 

flux is conservative, changing less as a result of an environmental change than would 

result if stomata did not respond to their local environment. 

Through the course of the day the model predicts that factors which influence 

the radiative exchange of energy and factors related to the C02 assimilation rate 

have the greatest influence on transpiration; and that this pair of system elements 

also tend to move in opposition to each other (Fig. 3.9). This pattern reflects 

the fact that transpiration is driven primarily by the radiative input of energy to 

the leaf. The leaf influences the partitioning of the dissipation of this energy (be

tween radiative, latent, and sensible exchanges) primarily as a result of variations 
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Figure 3.9 The daily course of control of water vapor flux in soybean predicted 

to reside in the two environmental elements and the 'physiological' element of the 

system (Fig 3.8). Here, control by the 'physiological' element is separated into 

a partial control coefficient related to the response of stomata to local humidity· 

and C02 and a partial control coefficient representing the apparent link between 

stomatal conductance and the C02 assimilation rate. 
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in stomatal conductance. The radiative properties of the leaf have their greatest 

influence over the transpiration rate in the morning as they tend to heat the leaf, 

causing (1) the intercellular water vapor concentration to· increase resulting in a 

steeper gradient of water vapor from the leaf to the air, and (2) having a positive 

influence on the photosynthetic rate. One might have expected the high radiation 

load in the warmer and drier mid-day hours to result in the control of transpiration 

being increasingly vested in the radiative properties of the leaf. In contrast to this 

expectation, the leaf responds to the environment in a manner which places increas

ing control of transpiration in the component of the stomatal mechanism related 

to the assimilation rate, and causes the radiative properties of the leaf to become 

nearly neutral with respect to transpiration (Fig. 3.9). The sharp changes inthe 

distribution of control of transpiration around mid-day are predicted to occur at the 

time that transpiration is peaking and C02 assimilation is declining; and therefore, 

the ratio of transpiration to assimilation (E /A) is increasing. A shift in control of 

transpiration, toward the partial control coefficient related to the assimilation rate, 

reflects the fact that the system responds in a way that limits the increase in the 

water loss to carbon gain ratio (i.e. cost/benefit). 

An indication of the success of this system response in maintaining a favorable 

cost/enefit (E/A) ratio can be obtained by considering the relationship between, 

(1) the cost (in terms of water) of marginally increasing stomatal conductance in 

order to increase C02 assimilation and (2) the stomatal control coefficients with 

respect to A and E. The marginal water cost of carbon is the (partial) derivative 

of the function relating E /A to stomatal conductance with all other conditions held 

constant and is described by, 

(3.4) 

It has been shown by Cowan (1977) and Cowan and Farquhar (1978) that, if 

the cost of transpirational water loss is decreased potential for future carbon gain, 

and if the second partial derivative of E /A with respect to g 8 w is greater than or 

equal to zero, then optimal stomatal responses are those required to maintain a 
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constant value of aE I a A. (The value of aE I a A is not specifi.ed.)As parameterized, 

the unified model of the leaf and the environment predicted that aE I a A would be 

relatively constant throughout the day except for a sharp increase at the last time 

point (Fig. 3.10). The excursion from near constancy predicted for the evening is 

minor, in terms of water loss, because stomatal conductance and transpiration are 

predicted to be quite low at that point (Figs 3.5 and 3.3 respectively). The control 

coefficients of the stomatal components of the system, with respect to transpiration 

and C02 assimilation, are related to aE I a A by, 

cg +C& E aE 
(3.5) . - =-

c: A aA 
where: cg = the partial control coefficient of 'direct' response of stomata to C02 

and humidity at the leaf surface, with respect to transpiration; cg = the partial 

control coefficient of the assimilation-rate-related component of stomatal conduc

tance, with respect to transpiration; and c: = the control coefficient of stomata, 

with respect to assimilation. 

It is instructive to note from Figs. 3. 7 and 3.9 that c: and cg are the stomata 

related control coefficients which show the most change through the day. It becomes 

clear, from considering Equation 3.5, and the predicted changes in magnitude of this 

equations components as environmental conditions change, that the tendency to 

keep aEiaA constant, results primarily from the tendency of the system to decrease 

conductance (and as a result limit the increase in transpiration) in proportion to 

decreases in C02 assimilation rate (as warmer and drier conditions are encountered 

around mid-day). So, although the direct component of the stomatal humidity 

response ( CE) by itself has little control over transpiration (Fig. 3.9), the stomatal 

response to humidity changes the poise of the system by reducing Ci and A (Fig. 3.5). 

Thus, the stomatal response to humidity is amplified yielding a further decrease 

stomatal conductance and resulting in increasing control of transpiration by the 

assimilation rate-related component of stomatal conductance. 

The control of transpiration and photosynthesis are closely related. Factors 

which reduce the ·photosynthetic rate will tend to result in greater control of tran

spiration by the processes related to the photosynthetic rate. For example, Fig. 3.11 
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Figure 3.10 The daily course of the ,marginal water cost of fixed carbon dioxide 

(8Ej8A) predicted for soybean by the unified leaf/environment model during daily 

course of assimilation and transpiration (Figure 3.3). 
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shows the predicted influence of varying the capacity of the photosynthetic system 

on the control of transpiration under one particular set of environmental conditions 

(those for 11.00 hrs. in the daily course simulations; see Table 3.1). In changing the 

photosynthetic capacity of the system, Rubisco, the light reactions, and the thresh

old of feedback related to the export of carbon (via phosphate supply), were kept in 

constant proportion. Transpiration is predicted to become increasingly sensitive to 

the assimilation rate-related component of stomatal function, while the sensitivity 

of transpiration to the 'direct responses' of stomata to humidity and C02 change 

little with photosynthetic capacity. Other sets of environmental conditions would 

result in similar changes in the distribution of control. 

Two variables, that in nature, can be important in altering photosynthetic 

capacity of leaves are nitrogen supply (Fig. 3.12) and water potential (Fig. 3.13). 

Parenthetically, figure 3.13 also shows that conductance and photosynthesis co-vary 

over a wide range of water potentials when drought is imposed slowly, indicating that 

our description of stomatal responses (chapter 2) should hold over these conditions. 

Changes in control of transpiration, with changes in leaf nitrogen content and water 

potential, are expected to vary as these factors influence photosynthetic capacity 

of the leaf as shown previously in Fig. 3.11. Not only does the sensitivity of 

transpiration change with changes in water potential and nitrogen content, but 

the flux of water and the the distribution of energy dissipation from leaves also 

change. Figure 3.14 shows the models predictions of the change in transpiration 

rate and leaf temperature, as leaf nitrogen content forces changes in photosynthetic 

capacity. From this type of an analysis we can get an indication of the interaction 

between nitrogen investment in leaves and leaf water use. If a leaf is vested with 

little nitrogen, its temperature will tend to be relatively high which will tend to 

drive its water use-efficiency down. That is, although the transpiration rate at 

the highest leaf nitrogen shown in Fig. 3.14 is predicted to be just over twice the 

transpiration rate at the lowest leaf nitrogen, each mole of carbon dioxide gained 

by a high nitrogen leaf is predicted to cost about 58% less water than it costs a leaf 

with the lowest nitrogen content to gain this quantity of carbon dioxide. 
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Figure 3.11 The predicted influence of the capacity of the photosynthetic system on 

the distribution of control, with respect to transpiration, among the environmental 

(top panel) and the 'physiological' (bottom panel) elements of the system. This 

simulation was done with the environmental conditions set to those for 11.00 hrs 

in the simulated daily course of assimilation and transpiration (Fig 3.3 and Table 

3.1). The variation in the photosynthetic capacity of the system is expressed in 

terms of the light saturated C02 assimilation rate at an ambient mole fraction 

C02 of 350 Jtmol mol- 1 (the abscissa). The control coefficient of the physiological 

(stomatal) component is separated into the partial control coefficient related to the 

photosynthetic activity of the leaf and the partial control coefficient related to the 

stomatal response to C02 and humidity (the direct component). 
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Figure 3.12 The empirical relationship between leaf nitrogen and the maximum 

C02 assimilation rate (weight basis). In the simulations where leaf nitrogen con

tent was related to the systems photosynthetic capacity (following figures) we have 

assumed a specific leaf weight of 75 g m-2 • The data are from Field and Mooney 

1986. 
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Figure 3.13 The correlated changes in photosynthesis and leaf conductance to 

water vapor (stomata plus boundary layer) as leaf water potential fell through the 

growing season in field grown cotton. The variation in leaf water potential was 

produced by withholding irrigation. These unpublished data were kindly supplied 

by Olle Bjorkman and co-workers. 
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Figure 3.14 The predicted influence of leaf nitrogen content on transpiration rate 

and leaf temperature (11.00 hr. environmental conditions, Fig. 3.3 and Table 3.1). 

The changes where induced in the model by defining the photosynthetic capacity of 

the system in accord with Figure 3.12. A constant specific leaf weight was assumed 

and the leaf nitrogen content was then varied. 
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Figure 3.15 shows the model's prediction of the changes in transpiration and leaf 

temperature, as leaf water potential causes a reduction in photosynthetic capacity. 

Again transpiration is predicted to fall, and as a result leaf temperature is predicted 

to rise as leaf photosynthetic capacity drops. Contrary to the expectation that 

decreased stomatal conductance with decreasing water potential could lead to higher 

water use-efficiency, the model predicts that the rise in leaf temperature with the 

decrease in transpiration will result in the water-use efficiency, at the lowest water 

potential shown in Fig. 3.15, of approximately 60% of that in the well-watered 

condition. 

The significance of physiological regulation .. 

Jarvis and McNaughton (1986) have recently suggested that, viewed from a larger 

perspective (the perspective of a stand or an ecosystem), stomata often have little 

control over transpiration, and that, conversely, the major controller of transpira

tion is the physical environment. In their work they use different terminology than 

has been used here, but the basic mathematical approach is the same. That is, the 

response of transpiration to infinitesimal changes in the activity of system compo

nents is considered. Fundamentally, what Jarvis and McNaughton are suggesting 

is that, when the aerodynamic boundary layer over a leaf or crop is included in 

an analysis of the transpiration (rather than considering transpiration at leaf level) 

there is likely to be a change in the distribution of control between the system ele

ments, which will wrests control from the leaf and stomata. In essence, Jarvis and 

McNaughton (hereafter, J&McN) are criticizing_plant physiologists for defining the 

system of study too narrowly, when the physiologists do not consider the boundary 

layer in discussing the regulation of transpiration. From a control analysis point 

of view, however, it is legitimate to 'draw a box around' any portion of a system 

and proceed to study control within that sub-system. In fact, the degree of control 

over fluxes through a larger system, resident in the components of a sub-system, 

can be calculated by weighting the degree of control defined within the sub-system 

by the degree of larger system control resident in the whole sub-system. It would 

be perhaps a more justifiable criticism of the plant physiologist community to state 
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Figure 3.15 The predicted influence of leaf water potential on transpiration rate 

and leaf temperature (11.00 hr. environmental conditions, Fig. 3.3 and Table 3.1). 

The changes where induced in the model by defining the photosynthetic capacity 

of the system in accord with Figure 3.13 the leaf water potential was then varied. 
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that, their work has not been prepared and presented in a way that makes it easy 

to apply their findings to the consideration of systems defined at a larger scale. 

It is clearly possible that, as J & MeN claim, the control of transpiration 

resident in the radiative properties of the leaf and the boundary layer can be 

greater than the control resident in the 'physiological' components (stomata) of 

the leaf/environment system (Fig. 3.8). There is, however, a fundamental difficulty 

with their analysis, which cause them to underestimate the degree of control resident 

in the 'physiological' components of the system and complimentarily overestimate 

the control resident in the 'environmental' components of the system. This problem 

occurs twice in their analysis and involves not allowing some system components 

to respond to perturbations initiated elsewhere in the system. It is, of course, nec

essary to allow all system components to respond in order to properly analyse the 

function of a system. They do recognize one occurance of this problem: the fact 

that, long-wave radiation was not allowed to respond to changes in other parts of 

the system. They chose to make this simplification because (using their analytical 

approach) to have included this response would have introduced significant alge

braic complexities, and because they correctly estimated that the resultant error 

in the analysis would be relatively small. The iterative approach which we have 

used in analysis of the leaf/environment system is not confronted with this partic

ular algebraic difficulty. Thus, in presenting an analysis of flux control as would be 

obtained by J & MeN (below) we have allowed the net radiation to change. The 

major flaw in the J & MeN analysis is that they assumed (P. Jarvis, personal com

munication) that any response of stomatal conductance to perturbations elsewhere 

in the system would be insignificant. The major feature that is lacking in the J & 

MeN analysis of stomatal control of transpiration is the apparent linkage between 

stomatal responses and the C02 assimilation rate (see below): 

Jarvis and MeN aughton discussed the control of transpiration in relation to 

variations in the boundary layer conductance and have correctly stated that at low 

boundary layer conductance the stomata will have little control. Figure 3.16 shows, 

however, that over a wide range of boundary layer conductances their analysis, 
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which lacked a physiological response, would lead one to the conclusion that stomata 

have much less control over transpiration than our analysis indicates. For reference 

in interpreting Fig. 3.16, a boundary layer conductance to water vapor, for a leaf 

in a crop canopy might typically vary between 0.5 mol m- 2s- 1 within a canopy 

on a still day and 2.5 mol m-2s- 1 at the top of a canopy on a windy day. It is 

important to point out that Figure 3.16 is the result of simulations for a single set 

of environmental conditions; however, simulations under other conditions will yield 

a similar pattern as the boundary layer conductance is varied (data not shown). 

Conclusions. 

The values of flux control coefficients (being net sensitivities) are representations of 

the way in which the characteristics of individual system components are balanced 

with respect to the entire system. Quantification of this balance and the way in 

which it changes, in response to changes in independent variables, gives us a means 

to access, unequivically, the reasons for changes in fluxes. The degree of flux control 

resident in elements of biological systems presumably reflects natural selection for 

flux control, appropriate for resource availability. This is, because the coefficients 

may reflect direct costs to an organism in constructing system elements or because 

the control (or lack of control) over a. flux may have indirect costs for the organism. 

We presume that control coefficients of system elements reflect the need for ap

propriate cost- benefit relationships in the use of resources. The leaf/environment 

system is a good system for studying the way in which components of _biological sys

tems interact to control fluxes, because many of the system's independent variables 

are external to the leaf and can, thus, be easily manipulated. The mathematical 

model which we have built to accomplish these studies has been useful in (1) point

ing out experiments necessary to quantify relationships in a metabolic system and 

(2) increasing our understanding of how the elements of the system interact. 

Perhaps the most important insight in terms of the control of photosynthesis 

and transpiration is the degree to which, control vested in stomata, is due to the link 

between stomatal conductance and the photosynthetic rate. It has been clear, from 

the earlier work of Wong, Cowan, and Farquhar (1978, 1979, 1985 a,b,c) and from 
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Figure 3.16 Changes in the control of transpiration resident in the leaf (the 'phys

iological' element) predicted to occur with variations in the boundary layer con

ductance (11.00 hr. environmental conditions, Fig. 3.3 and Table 3.1). The upper 

curve of the graph shows the degree of control calculated predicted for the 'phys

iological' element when all of the regulatory interaction in the model system are 

allowed to function normally (i.e. incremental perturbations in the 'local condi

tions' influencing stomatal conductance are allowed to radiate through the system). 

The lower curve of the graph (between the dot-filled and slash-filled portions of the 

figure) shows the control coefficient which the model predicts when the stomatal 

sub-system is prevented from responding to small perturbations of the boundary 

layer conductance. 
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the previous chapter of this thesis, that there some portion of the stomatal control of 

C02 and water flux is related to the apparent link between stomatal conductance 

and the photosynthetic rate; but without a unified model of the system and a 

quantitative framework for assessing the sensitivity of fluxes it was not possible 

to assess the importance of this connection. An important and open question for 

physiologists interested in the stomatal mechanism, is the nature of the link between 

the photosynthetic rate and stomatal conductance. 
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10 

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 3 

REM PROGRAM IEWLEAF.BAS 

REM Copyright 1987 J. Timothy Ball All Rights Reserved 

REM This program uses a nunerical approach to solve for leaf energy 

' balance, the exchange of C02 and H20 vapor by leaves using mechanistic 

' or semi-mechanistic slob-models. The energy balance is found using the 

' Regfal search proceedure. The photosynthetic sub-model is fashioned 

' after the Farquhar, von Caemaerer, Berry model with the exception that 

' it fits the light response lrith a quadratic f111ction after Johnson and 

'Thornley. This feature gives both the light and C02 responses curvi-

, linearity. Kinetic parameters of the enzymes in the photosynthesis 

' model are taken from the literature (references mentioned in the 

' slobroutine) while other parca!ters of the slob-model were adjusted to 

' give response curves very si•ilar to those measured in actual gas 

' exchange experiments. The sib-model of stomatal responses is the 

' Ball-Berry model. This program is written to run U'lder Borland 

' International's Turbo Basic-

20 REM This version JARVIS4.3 is designed to assess the importance 

so 

100 

' of the feeciJacks in the leaf-environment system which inflence the 

' final system position in response to changes in the coobined (leaf 

' plus stand) boU"'dary layer conductance. This program calculates 

' control coefficients as do other versions but then it increments 

' the boU"'dary layer conductance but allows only E to change 

'without any change in Gsw, A, or radiative-exchange. The 

' resulting value of the control coeff. of the boundary layer with 

' repect to E corresponds to the value of CJoiEGA calculated 

' also-calculated by the program according Jarvis & McNaughton (1986). 

DEFDBL A-Z 'ALL NON-INTEGER NUMERIC VARIABLES ARE DOUBLE PRECISION 

'---------------------------------------------------------------------
REM DEFINITIONS 

·---------------------------------------------------------------------
105 REM A, C02 ASSIMILATION RATE, MOL M-2 S-1 

106 REM AOLD, PREVIOUS A ESTIMATE 

107 ASW=.6# : ' SHORTWAVE AIISORBTIVITY OF LEAF 

108 APAR=.85 : ' ABSORBIVITY TO PAR 

109 REM 

119 REM 

120 CA = 340D-6 :' DEFAII.T AMBIENT l«lLE FRACTION C02 

122 REM Cl, INTERCELLULAR M. F. C02 

123 REM CIOLD, PREVIOUS Cl ESTIMATE 

125 REM CS, LEAF SURFACE M.F. C02 

127 CPOAIR=29.1# :' HEAT CAPACITY OF DRY AIR J l«lL-1 K-1 

128 CRF%.=:1 :' FLAG FOR CONTROL COEFFICIENT PRINTING 
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129 

130 
132 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
145 
146 
147 

REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 

E, 
EOUT I 

GBH, 
GBC, 
GSW, 
GSC, 
GTC, 
GTII, 

TRANSPIRATION RATE, l«lL M-2 S-1 
ENERGY OUTGOING, LHV*E+H+ROUT 

BOUNDARY LAYER CONDUCTANCE TO HEAT 
BOUNDARY LAYER CONDUCTANCE TO C02 
STOMATAL CONDUCTANCE TO WATER 
STOMATAL CONDUCTANCE TO C02 
8-L + ST \ TOTAL CONDUCTANCE C02 
8-L + ST \ TOTAL CONDUCTANCE H20 

148 GSTARNOT=.0000425# :REM GAII4A STAR C02 CCM>ENSATION POINT MINUS RD 
149 
150 
151 
152 
155 
160 
161 
163 
179 
180 

190 

194 

200 

202 
203 
205 
206 

210 
212 
214 

REM GOLD, PREVIOUS GSW ESTIMATE 
DHKC=53000# 
DHK0=36000# 
DHVC=53000# 
FL!lo'Q%=0 

:REM Delta H KmC02 (J mol-1> Badger & Collatz 77 

:REM Delta H Kn02 (J mol-1> 11 11 

:REM Delta H Vanax (J mol-1> 11 11 

:REM Laminar vs. turbulent Flag set to TURBULENT 
SENSIBLE HEAT FLUX, II M-2 REM H, 

REM 
REM 
REM 

HA, 
HS, 

DECIMAL RELATIVE HUMIDITY AMBIENT 
DECIMAL RELATIVE HUMIDITY AT LEAF SURFACE 

IQY=.401# :REM INTRINSIC MAX QUANTUM YIELD 
KCNOT=.000264# 
KONOT=.396# 

:REM Kmco2 at 25 C 

:REM Kmo2 AT 25 C 

REM 
REM 
REM 

REM 

LIIEL=.95: PRINT"LONG WAVE EMISSIVITY OF LEAF 0.9511 

LIIEGN0=.97: PRINT"LII EMISSIVITY GRWND 0.97'1 

LIITOT=RSKY+LIIEGND*SBC*(TGND+TZ)A4 

LHL 
01=.209# 

LATENT HEAT LOSS, II M-2 
:REM INTERCELLULAR 02 l«lL l«ll-1 

PFD=1000 :REM DEFAULT PFD ABSORBED · 
PFDI ' PFD INCIDENT=SWTOT*0.51*4.6 

215 REM 
217 REM PI INTERCELLULAR PARTIAL PRESSURE C02 
218 PTOT=1.01325# :' TOTAL PRESSURE, BARS, STD PRESSURE 
220 REM 
221 
222 

240 
241 

242 

244 

245 
246 
247 

REM 
REM 

REM 

REM 

REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 

QABS, TOTAL RADIATION ABSORBED BY LEAF, II M-2 
QABS=0.6*SWTOT+LIITOT*LWEL 

RHOA = 41.5# :REM DENSITY OF AIR, MOL M-3 
ROUT, LEAF EMITTED RADIATION, II M-2 

RD, DAY RESPIRATION, Ul«lL M-2 S-1. AT 25 C RD IS ASSlJ4ED 
TO BE 5% OF AMAX AT 2000 uE, Cl=250 ; THE PFD & TEMPERATURE 
DEPENDENCE ASSUMED TO BE THAT fR(J! BROOKS & FARQUHAR 

. RBII, 
RBC, 
RBH, 
RSII, 

S-LAYER RESISTANCE IIATER 
8-L RESIST C02 
8-L RESIST HEAT 
STOMATAL RESIST WATER 
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248 

250 

270 

275 
276 

REM RSC, STOMATAL RESIST C02 

RSKY=240# :1 DCIIN·WELLING LW FROM SKY 

S8C=.0000000567# I STEFAN·BOLTZMAN CONSTANT, W M·2 IC-4 

REM 
REM 

SMS 
SMI 

STOMATAL MODEL SLOPE, DIMENSIONLESS 
·sTOMATAL INTERCEPT, MOL M-2 S·1 

2n REM 

278 REM SWTOT=(RadHor+RadDiffuse)*Albedo+Rad_Lad+Rad_Lab 

280 REM 
REM 

TA 
TD 

AIR TEMPERATURE, C 
VARIABLE FeR PASSING TEMPS TO VAPOR CONC. SUBROOTINE 

REM TDEW DEW POINT TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR, C 
282 REM TL LEAF TEMPERATURE, C 
284 TZ=273.16 'DEGREES IC 
287 TOLD=-1 :REM PREVIOOS LEAF TEMPERATURE, -1 IS DUMMY 
288 THETA = .75 :REM CONVEXCIVITY TERM FOR QUAD FIT OF LIGHT CURVE 

290 

300 

301 

303 
305 
306 

310 
311 

312 
315 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
330 

400 
500 
501 

REM 

REM 
REM 
REM 

REM 

REM 
REM 

REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 

REM 

THCOND. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR 

VA AMBIENT VAPOR PRESSURE, BARS 

VJMAX TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT MAX ELECTRON TRANSPORT RATE 
VC ACTUAL CARBOXYLATION RATE, MINII«JM OF VARiaJS RATES 
VCM=.00009# :'MAX CARBOXYLATION RATE AT 25 C MOL M-2 S·1 
VCMAX VCM ADJUSTED FeR TEMPERATURE 

VISDYN 
VI SKIN 

DYNAMIC VISCOSITY OF AIR 
KINETIC VISCOSITY OF AIR 

VRMFAC=.6# :'MAX REGEN CAP. SET AS X OF MAX CARBOXYLATION. CAP. 

WA AMBIENT MOLE FRACTION WATER VAPOR 
WASAT WSAT AT Ta 
WI WSAT AT T·leaf 
w MOLE FRACTION W.AT LEAF SURFACE 
WSAT SATURATION MOLE FRACTION WV AT GIVEN T AND PTOT 

VSAT SATURATION VAPCR PRESSURE AT GIVEN T 

INPUTS 

502 INPUT 11IF YOU WISH TO STCRE THE OOTPUT IN A FILE TYPE 'Y"';STO$ 

503 IF (ASC(STO$) = 121) OR (ASC(STO$) = 89) THEN 
504 DUMS%=1 1 Set flag for data storage 

1 ASCII 121 IS Y AND ASCII 89 IS y 



505 PRINT:PRINT 

507 PRINT "Four files are to be created. The first contains" 

508 PRINT "Biochem. Control Coeff. etc., the second contains fluxes" 

PRINT "that is the standard model output (dat). The third contains" 

PRINT "The third contains values related to Stomata and B Layer control" 

PRINT "coefficient; The fourth contains values related to the Jarvis and 

PRINT "and McNaughton 1986. 

PRINT 

512 PRINT "The Date & Time are put in both files" 

PRINT:PRINT 

515 INPUT "BIOCHEM CONTROL DATA FILE NAME";CCNAMES 

516 INPUT "STANDARD DATA FILE NAME";DATNAMES 

INPUT "STOMATA & BL CONTROL DATA FILE";CCSBS 

INPUT "JARVIS DATA FILE NAME";JARS 

530 PRINT 

531 INPUT "A ONE LINER DESCRIBING THE RUN ••• TO BE STORED IN FILE";ILINRS 

532 WHEN$=" AT " :WHENS=DATES+\IHENS+TIMES :PRINT WHEN$ 

533 OPEN 1'011 , #1 , CCNAMES 

534 OPEN 1'011 , #2, DATNAMES 

OPEN 1'011 , #5, CCSBS 

OPEN 1'011 , #4, JARS 

540 PRINT #1, WENS 

541 PRINT #1, ILINRS 

542 PRINT #2, WENS 

543 PRINT #2, ILINRS 

PRINT fl5, WHEN$ 

PRINT tiS, ILINRS 

PRINT #4, WHEN$ 

PRINT #4, ILINRS 

550 END IF 1 END OF DATA STORAGE OPTION 

600 INPUT "Will the input cane from a fite? Y or N";IFQS 

605 IF (ASC(IFQ$)~121) OR (ASC(IFQ$)=89) THEN 

INPUT "Path and nane of ifl)Ut fi le?";ENVNAMES 

ELSE 

610 REM ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS INPUT IF NOT FROM.A FILE 

625 INPUT "AIR TEMP C";TA 

626 INPUT ''DEW POINT TEMPERATURE OF AMBIENT AIR C";TDEW 

628 INPUT "ABSORBED RADIATION, W M-211 ; QABS 

630 INPUT "ABSORBED PAR"; PFD 

642 INPUT 11STQIIATAL KllEL SLOPE"; SMS . 

644 INPUT "STQIIATAL KXlEL INTERCEPT MOL M-2 S-1"; SMI 

650 END IF 

700 REM 'Estimate day respiration at 25 c taken as 5% of maxi nun 
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710 

no 

800 REM 

'P,otosynthetic rate, which itself is determined by enzyme 
'activities specified. first save the value of absorbed PFD 
'if it has already been specified. 
PFDZ=PFD 
TL=25# 
PFD=2000# 
CI=.00027# 
GOSUB 10000 
RDNOT=.05*AMAX 
PFD=PFDZ :'return original PFD 

LOOPS THROUGH DIFFERENT CONDITIONS START HERE 

FOR SMS%=1 TO 1 
If SMS~1 THEN SMS=9.3 : SHI=O 
IF SMS~2 THEN SMS=12.0 : SMI=.02 
IF SMS~3 THEN SMS=3.2 : SMI=.06 

FOR GB~1 TO 1 
IF G~O THEN GBW=2.50 
IF G~1 THEN GBW=1.000 
IF G~2 THEN GBW=.500 
IF GBW%=3 THEN GBW=.250 
IF ~4 THEN GBW=.125 

820 ' Zero the assimilation, transpiration and water use·efficiency totals 
' Aim the weighted control coefficient accumulators 

ATOT=O : ETOT=O : WUETOT=O : A~=O : E~=O 
WEBS=O 
WABS=O 
WERS=O 
WARS=O 
WELS=O 
WALS=O 
WASS=O 
WARUBS=O 
WARESTS=O 
EWEDAS=O 
AWDEDAS=O 
~GAS=O 

825 IF (ASC(JFQS) <> 121) AND (ASC(IFQ$) <> 89) THEN 999 

827 
830 

831 

'THAT IS, INPUTS ARE NOT FROM FILES 

OPEN "I", #3, ENVNAHE$ :REM ENVIR(JIHENTAL INPUT FILE 
FOR IX = 0 TO 128 :REM MAIN LOOP 

IF EOF(3) THEN GOTO 5011 
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832 

840 

842 

845 

999 REM 

INPUT #3, STIME!,SWTOT,PFDI,TA,TDEW,TGND 

LWTOT=0.5*(316)+1.5*(LWEGND*SBC*(TGND+TZ)A4) 

QABS= ASW*SWTOT+LWTOT*LWEL 

PFD=APAR*PFDI 

INPUTS NOW COMPLETE 

1100 REM 

1105 REM ***** GET PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE AIR IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER **** 

1106 TD=TDEW :GOSUB 14000 : VA=VSATQ :WA=WSATQ 

1107 TD=TA :GOSUB 14000 : WASAT=WSATQ : HA=WA/WASAT 

REM In this version of the program, transport in the leaf plus canopy 

REM boundry layer is assuned to be dominated by turbulent processes 

REM and that this results in essentially equal transport rates for 

REM water vapor, C02, and sensible heat. 

GOSUB 12000 

GBH=GBW 

GBC=GBW 

1300 REM ! ! ! !! !! ! !! !! RECORD CONDIT IONS !! !! !! !! ! !! ! 

1350 LPRINT "SOLAR TIME ";STIME!;" Files"; ENVNAMES;DATNAMES;CCNAME$ 

1353 LPRINT"Ta 11 , 11Tdew","Wa Ha Ca Qabs" 

1354 LPRINT USING 11##.#/f"M" "; TA, TDEW,WA,HA,CA,QABS 

1356 LPRINT"R·SKY11 , 11T·GND11 , 11 SWTOT11 , 11 LWTOT 11 , 11PFD SMS11 

1358 LPRINT USING 11####.# "; RSKY,TGND,SWTOT,LWTOT,PFD,SMS 

1364 LPRINT 11VCM","VRMFAC11 ,"THETA","RDNOT11 ,"SMI 11 

1366 LPRINT USING "#.###"'AA"' ";VCM,VRMFAC, THETA,RDNOT ,SMI. 

1368 LPRINT 

1399 REM ! !I! IIIII! !Ill!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I!!!!!! 

1500 REM ********** BEGIN CALCULATION OF ASSIMILATION RATE *********** 

1510 REM ESTIMATE OF Ci BASED ON AMBIENT CONDITIONS 

1511 TL=TA 

HS=HA 

CS=CA 

1512 WI=WASAT 

1515 IF SMI<>O# THEN 

CI=CA*(1·1.6/(SMS*HA))+1E-6*SMI*1.6/(HA*SMI*1) 
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REM The program dies if SMI=O 
'because it then tries to divide by zero by zero. 
'Line 1515 avoids this potential prblems. 
'Factor i nvol vi ng the intercept uses 1 in the second tenn 
' for GSW. This will usually make the CI estimate slightly 
' high also the second tenn rMJSt be scaled to moles. 

ELSE 
CI=CA*(1-1.6/(SMS*HA)) 

END IF 

1525 REM Estimate Assimilation Rate 
1530 GOSUB 10000 
1540 IF A<O#' THEN 
1541 CI=CA 
1550 GOSUB10000 
1551 LPRINT "YARNING PRELIM A < 0 BUT ~ CI=CA SO A=";A 
1555 END IF 

1700 REM Calculate Preliminary Gsw, E, Ws, ard Cs 
1715 GSW=SMS*A*HA/CA +SMI 
1716 GSC=GSW/1 .61# 

1717 IF GSW<SMI THEN GSW=SMI:LPRINT "!.IARNIN!a PRELIM GSW<SMI" 

1720 GTW=1/( 1/laSW + 1/GBW) 
1725 E=GTW*(WI-WA) 
1730 WS=WA+E/GBW 
1735 HS=WS/WI 
1740 CS=((GBC-E/2)*CA-A)/(GBC+E/2) 
1745 CI=((GSC-E/2)*CS-A)/(GSC+E/2) 
1750 GOSUB 1 0000 
1755 GSW=SMS*A*HS/CS +SMI 

'lprint 111755 gsw,gsc,sms";GSW,GSC,SMS 
'lpr int "E,ws,cs";E,ws,cs 
'lprint "A,HS,CS11A,HS,CS11 

2000 REM CALL CORE SUBROOTINE FOR ENERGY AND IIASS BALANCE 

GOSUB 8000 

2460 AHHR=A*60*30 
2462 EHHR=E*60*30 
2463 WUEHHR=AHHR/EHHR 
2465 ATOT=ATOT+AHHR 
2466 ETOT=ETOT+EHHR 
2468 WUETOT=ATOT/ETOT 
2469 AWUE=WUEHHR*A 
2470 AWJE=AWUE+AWJE 
2475 EWUE=WUEHHR*E 
8480 EWWUE=E~+EWWUE 
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2500 REM FIX UNITS AND DUMP RESULTS 

2515 A=A*1000000# :CI:CI*1000000# :CS=CS*1000000# :WS~1000# 

E=E*1000# :AHHR=AHHR*1000000# 

2525 

2526 

2530 

2531 
2535 
2536 

REM Video Output 

PRINT 11A11 , 11Ci Cs 

PRINT USING 11####.# 

Ws" , 11Tl 
";A,CI,CS,WS,TL,TA 

PRINT 11GS\111 , 11GBW 11 , 11HS 11 , 11E11 

PRINT USING 1111#.### ";GS\I,GBW,HS,E 
LATENT 11 , 11QABS11 , 11PFD11 

TA" 

PRINT "Rout 11 ,"H 

PRINT USING 11####.# II ;Ra.JT ,H,LHL,QABS,PFD 

2550 REM Hard copy output 

2555 
2556 

LPRINT "A11 , 11Ci Cs 

LPRINT USING "####.# 

Ws TL TA11 , 11NETRAD11 

";A,CI,CS,WS,TL,TA,NETRAD 

2561 LPRINT "GS\ol'', 11GBW'', 11Hs11 , 11E11 

2562 LPRINT USING "#.### 11;GSW,GBW,HS,E 
-2565 

2566 

LPRINT 11Rout11 , 11Sen H11,"LATENT11 , 11DWS WUE11 

LPRINT USING 11+#.~~~~ ";ROUT,H,LHL,DWS,WUEHHR 

2575 REM DUMP TO STANDARD DATA TO FILE 

2580 IF DI..IMS%=1 THEN 
2581 PRINT #2, USING 11+#.~~M ";A,CI,CS,WS, TL,GS\I,GBW,HS,E,_ 

WUEHHR,ROUT,H,LHL,QABS,PFD 
1 Note that the "-" sign, is the "line continue" 
1 Function in Turbo basic. 

END IF 

2590 LPRINT 

2594 REM UN·FIX UNITS 

2595 A=A* .000001# :CI=CI* .000001# :CS=CS* .000001# :WS=WS* .001# :E=E* .001# 

3000 REM ***************************************************************** 
4000 REM SET UP FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATIONS OF CONTROL COEFFICIENTS 

AND MARGINAL COSTS 

4001 REM **********-********************************************** 
4002 REM CONTROL RESIDENT IN PHYSICAL COMPONENTS OF THE SYSTEM 

4100 LPRINT "INTEGRATED Ba.INDARY LAYER" 
41 05 GOSUB 15000 : REM RENAME 

REM INCREMENT PARAMETERS 

4110 INCRGB=1.0075# 

4112 GZ=GBW 

GBW=GBW*INCRGB 
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GBH=GBH*INCRGB 
GBC=GBC*INCRGB 

4120 DFX=1 : REM SET FLAG 
CRFX=1 

4125 DG=GBW·GBWZ : REM lprint "dg,gbw,gbwz";DG,GBW,GBWZ 
4140 GOSUB 15500 : REM DO IT 

4150 DEB =DE 
DAB=DA 
DEDAB=DEDA 
DGB=DG 
CCBA=CCGA 
CCBE=CCGE 

1 GET VALUES BACK FROM SUBROUTINES 

4160 CCBSH=CCGH 
CCBR=CCGR 

4170 GOSUB 15100 : REM UN-RENAME 

4200 

4210 

4215 
4220 
4225 

4230 

4245 

4250 

4255 

REM CONTROL RESIDENT IN COMBINED RADIATIVE PROPERTIES 

GOSUB 15000 I RENAME 

INCREM=1.0075# 
LWEL=LWEL*INCREM 
QABS=QABS* I NCR EM 

DFX=3 1 SET FLAG TO THREE 
CRF%=0 'TURN OFF PRINTING OF MANY FINITE DIFFERENCES 
GOSUB 15500 I DO IT 

DAL=DA 1 GET VALUES BACK FROM SUBROOTINE 
DLE=DG 
CCRA=CCGA 
DEL=DE 
CCRE=CCGE 
CCRSH=CCGH 
CCRR=CCGR 

4260 GOSUB 15100 I UN-RENAME 
CRF%=0 'TURN OFF OPTIONAL PRINTING OF MANY FINITE DIFFS 

4265 LPRINT "NET RADIATIVE CONTROL" 
4266 LPRINT 11CCRA11 , 11CCRE11 , 11CCRSH11 , 11CCRR" 
4267 LPRINT USING "+#.fl##lf"""" ";CCRA,CCRE,CCRSH,CCRR 

'----------------------------------
4270 'CC PHYSICAL FACTORS W/R A (ASSIMILATION) in whole System 
4271 CCENVA=CCBA+CCRA 

4275 'CC PHYSICAL FACTORS W/R E (transpiration) in Whole System 
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4276 CC£NVE=CCBE+CCRE 

4280 1 CC OF PHYSICAL ENVIRC*MENT With/ Respect SENSIBLE HEAT in lllole System 

4281 CCENVH=CCBR+CCRR 

REM ***********************************************************-***** 

4300 BIOLOGICAL COMPONENTS OF THE SYSTEM 

LPRINT 

4305 LPRINT 11CONTROL IN BIOLOGICAL COIPONENTS" 

4307 REM BIOLOGICAL CC*TROLS by subtraction 
CCLEAFA=1-(CCBA+CCRA) 

CCLEAFE=1-(CCBE+CCRE> 

CCLEAFH=1·(CCBSH+CCRSH) 
CCLEAFR=1-(CCBR+CCRR) 

4310 1 Control in leaf physiology (STOMATA & PHOTOSYNTHETIC BIOCHEM) directly 

REM CONTROL COEFFICIENT FOR CARBOXYLASE 

4315 GOSUJ 15000 I RENAME 

4320 INCRVC=1.0075# 

4322 VCM=VCM*INCRVC 1 INCREMENT Vc:max 
I BUT KEEP VRM (NORMALLY RELATED TO Vc:max) CONSTANT 

4325 VRMFAC=VRMFAC/lNCRVC 

4327 OG=VCM-VCMZ 

4328 

4329 

OF%=·1 

GOSUJ 15500 

CCRI.8A=CCGA 

CCRI.8E=CCGE 

CCRI.8H=CCGH 

CCRI.8R=CCGR 

GOSlB 15100 

I DO IT 

I UN-RENAME 

4330 REM CC*TiOL IN LIGHT REACTION CCI4PONENTS 

4331 

4332 

I AS REFLECTED IN THE QUANTUM YIELD 

GOSUB 15000 I RENAME 

INCREM=1.0075# 

IQY=IQY*INCREM 

OG=IQY-IQYZ 
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4333 

4335 

4336 
4337 

4350 

4352 

REM 

DF%=2 ' SET FLAG TO M 

GOSUB 15500 I DO IT 

CCQYA=CCGA 'GET VALUES BACK FROM SUBROUTINE 
CCQYH=CCGH 
CCQYR=CCGR 

Control by other regeneration ie phosphate 
as export feedback 

GOSUS 15000 : REM RENAME 

4354 INCRVC=1.0075# 
4355 VRMFAC=VRMFAC*INCRVC : REM INCREMENT VRM 

DG=VRMFAC-VRMFACZ 

4356 

4357 

4375 
4376 
4377 
4378 

REM 

DFX=-2 

GOSUB 15500 . 
CCPHOSA=CCGA 
CCPHOSE=CCGE 
CCPHOSH=CCGH 
CCPHOSR=CCGR 

GOSUB 15100 

: REM DO IT 

:REM UN-RENAME 

COMBINED BIOCHEMICAL/STOMATAL CONTROLS DIRECTLY 

CCBIOCDA=CCRUBA+CCQYA+CCPHOSA 
CCBIOCE=CCQYE+CCRUBE+CCPHOSE 
CCBIOCH=CCQYH+CCRUBH+CCPHOSH 
CCBIOCR=CCQYR+CCRUBR+CCPHOSR 

4400 REM Split the stomata from the biochemistry using eq.~ation 4 
1 from Ball, Woodrow, and Berry <1987) Proceedings of the 
1 7th International Congress on Photosynthesis 

REM Find the Local slope of the A = f<Ci) curve 
4420 GOSUB 15000 : REM RENAME 

4425 INCRVC=1.0075# 
4426 CI=CI*INCRVC : REM INCREMENT CI 

DCI=CI·CIZ 

DF%=·2 I SET FLAG 

4430 GOSUB 10000 : REM DO IT 
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DA=A-AZ 
APR IME=OA/DCI 

4436 GOSUB 15100 I UN-RENAME 

4440 REM Use the equation to obtain Control Coefficient of STOMATA 
1 WITHIN the LEAF SUB-SYSTEM with respect to A 

4445 CCSINLA=APRIME/(SMS*HS*AZ/(CS*(HS*SMS-1.6))+(SMS*AZ*HS/(1.6*CS))+(E/2)) 

'Control Coefficient of the rest of the leaf sub-system 
the PHOTOSYNTHETIC BIOCHEMISTRY with respect to A 
CCBIOCINLA=1-CCSINLA 

4500 1 STOMATA AND BIOCHEM C(JIPONENT CONTROLS AS PORTIONS OF WHOLE SYSTEM 

'Control Coeffiecient OF BIOCHEM W/ Respect Assimilation in whole system 
4510 CCBIOCA=CCLEAFA*CCBIOCINLA 

4515 CCSA=CCLEAFA*CCSINLA 'Control Coeff. STOMATA W/ Respect Assimilation 

4520 CCRUBINA=CCRUBA/CCBIOCDA 'CC Carboxylase as a portion of BIOCHEM W/R Assim 

1 CC REGENERATI~ (Quantum Yield + Export Feedlaclt) as 
a portion of BIOCHEM W/ Respect to Assimilation 

4525 CCREGNIN=1-CCRUBINA 

4530 CCVCA=CCRUBINA*CCBIOCA 'CC Carboxylase W/ Respect to A 
4535 CCRESTA=CCREGNIN*CCBIOCA 'CC REGENERATION W/ Respect A 

1 STOMATA DIRECT CONTROL OF EVAPORATION (PARTIAL CONTROL) 

4550 CCSDE=CCLEAFE-CCBIOCE 'CC OF STOMATA W/Respect E 

4555 CCVCE=CCRUBE 

4560 CCRESTE=CCQYE+CCPHOSE 1 CC OF REGENERATION W/Respect E 

4575 CCSOH=CCLEAFH-CCBIOCH 1 CC OF STOMATA W/R SEN HEAT 

4585 CCSDR=CCLEAFR-CCBIOCR 'CC OF STOMATA W/ Respect RADIATION 

4700 LPRINT 11CCBIOCA11 , 11CCSA11 , 11CCRUBINA","CCREGNIN CCVCA CCRESTA" 
4701 LPRINT USING 11+#.fl###"'""" ";CCBIOCA 1 CCSA 1 CCRUBINA1 CCREGNIN 1 CCVCA 1 CCRESTA 
4705 LPRINT "CCLEAFE" I "CCBIOCE" I "CCSDE" I "CCVCE" I "CCRESTE CCENVE" 
4710 LPRINT USING "+#.fl###"'""" ";CCLEAFE 1 CCBIOCE 1 CCSDE 1 CCVCE 1 CCRESTE 1 CCENVE 
4715 LPRINT "CCLEAFH" I "CCBIOCH" I "CCSDH" I "CCENVH'' I "CCLEAFR CCBIOCR" 
4nO LPRINT USING "+#.fl###"'""" ";CCLEAFHICBIOCH 1 CCSDHICCENVH 1 CCLEAFRICCBIOCR 
4725 LPRINT "CCLEAFA11

1
11CCBIOCOA11

1
11CCENVA 
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4730 LPRINT USING 11+##.ttll##"""'" 11 ;CCLEAFA1 CC8IOCDA,CCENVA 

4800 REM ********* MARGINAL \lATER COST Of CARBON GAIN ******************* 

LPRINT 

4810 LPRINT ''MARGINAL \lATER COST OF CARBON (dE/~SW)/(dA/~SW)11 

4815 GOSUB 15000 : REM RENNE 

4820 INCRGS=1.0075## 

4821 SMS=SMS*INCRGS I INCREMENT 

4822 GZ=GSW 

4823 D f%:=0 1 SET FLAG TO ZERO 

4825 GOSUB 15500 I DO IT 

4830 DES=DE 1 GET VAWES BACIC FRCI4 SUBROUTINE 

DAS=DA 

DEDAS=DEDA 

DGS=DG 

4835 LPR INT 11DE" , 11DA", ''DGS\1'1, 11DEDA DWS c:I>WS11 

4836 LPRINT USING 1'+11.#1111#""""' ";DE,DA,DGS,DEDAS,DWS,DDWS 

4840 GOSUB 15100 : REM UN-RENAME 

'***********----------------··----------· 

4900 REM JARVIS'S CALCULATIONS 

' IF YllJ CHECIC JARVIS & McNAUGHTON 1986 (ADVANCES IN ECO. RES.) 

' YOU \JILL SEE THAT THE PTOT IS LEFT OUT OF THESE EWATIONS 

' THIS IS BECAUSE CONCENTRATIONS ARE ALREADY IN MOLE FRACTION. 

LPRINT 

4901 GOSUB 15000 I RENAME 

4905 TD=TL : GOSUB 14000 :IJI=WSATCI : REM GET WSAT AT TL 

S=DWSDTQ : REM slope dJsat/dT at TL 

4906 'ALTERNATE SLOPE OF WSAT CURVE 

ALTS=((((1.82472E·9*TD·9.8381E·8)*TD+2.20224E·5)*TD+5.8338E·4)*TD+3.037E·2)*TD+.4402 

4908 LHV=45061.62## - 42.85466#*TL :REM LATENT H OF VAPORIZAT.ION AT TL 

4910 EPSILON = S*LHV/(CPMA) 

4912 JDA=IJI-S*(TL-TA)-IJA :' ESTIMATED DWS 

4914 GTIJ=1/(1/GBW+1/GSW) 
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'PENMAN · MC:WTEITH ESTIMATE OF TRANSPIRATJC* RATE 
'RECALL THAT \IE ARE ASSU41NG GB\I=GBH=GBC 

4916 PME=(EPSILON*NETRAD+CPMA*JOA*GBH/(CPMAJLHV))/(LHV*(EPSILON+GBH/GTW)) 

'JUST TO MAKE StRE I HAVE THIS CORRECT LET'S CALCULATE THE VALUES 
' BASED ON SEPERATE BUT EQUAL CC*OUCTANCES FOR BOTH SIDES OF THE LEAF 

4918 GSYH=GSY/2 
4920 GBHH=GBH/2 

PMEH=EPSILC**NETRAD+2*CPMA*JDA*GBHH/(CPMA/LHV) 
PMEH=PMEH/(LHV*(EPSILON+1+GBHH/GSWH)) 

' EQUILIBRIM (INFINTELY SMALL GBW) TRANSPIRATIC* RATE 
4922 EQE= EPSILON*NETRAD/(LHV*(EPSILC*+1)) 

' IMPOSED (INFINITELY LARGE GBW) TRANSPIRATIC* RATE 
NOTE THAT THE EQUATION COULD BE SIMPLIFIED TO JUST 
IMPE=GSW*JDA, ie. E=GSY*0\15, SURPRISE, SURPRISE 

4924 IMPE=GSW*JDA*CPMA/(LHV*CPMA/LHV) 

' SEPERATE BUT EQUAL SIDES 
4926 IMPEH = 2*GSYH*JDA*CPMA/(LHV*CPMA/LHV) 

' OMEGA CALCULATED FROM SEPRATE BUT EQUAL CC*OUCTANCES 
' J & MeN 1986 Eq. (A16) 

OMEGAH=(EPSILON+1)/(EPSILON+1+GBHH/GSYH) 

' OMEGA C* PROJECTED LEAF AREA (NORMAL BASIS) SHOOLO BE 

OMEGA=(EPSILC*+1)/(EPSILC* + GBH/GTW) 

1 OK BOTH GIVE THE SAME ANSWER FOR SEPRATE BUT EQUAL 

'ONE (UNITY) MINUS BOTH OMEGA'S 

lJ10:=1·0MEGA 
I.M)H:1·0MEGAH 

4930 REM FINO (cE/dgsw)*(gsw/E) which would be obtained if syst~ responses 
' are not allowed to occur in response to delta gsw. 

GOSUB 19300 'ENERGY BALANCE lrlcler BiliARY DIFFUSIC* ASSU4PTJON 
' necessary to conform to Pennan·m_Monteith 

EY=E 
\ISY=W 
OWSY=WI ·\IS 
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INCREM=1.0075# 'INCREMENT SIZE 
SMS=SMS* I NCREM 
GSW=SMS*A*HS/CS +SMI 
GTW=1/(1/G~1/GBW) 

TLO = TL 
GOSUB 19500 'FE.EDBACIC FREE ENERGY BALANCE 
WS""'A+E/GBW 
DWS=WI-WS 
DE=E-EY 
DGSW=GSW-GSWZ 
JCCLE=(DE/DGSW)*(GSWZ/EY) 
JCCEE=1-JCCLE 
DIFFWS=WS-WSY 
DDWS=OWS-DWSY 

PMEZ=Pt£ 
PME=(EPSILON*NETRAD+CPMA*JDA*GBH/(CPMA/LHV))/(LHV*(EPSILON+GBH/GTW)) 
DPME=Pt£ -I>MEZ 
CCLPME=(DPME/DGSW)*(GSW/PMEZ) 

PMEHZ=PMEH 
GSWHZ=GSWH 
GBHHZ=GBHH 
GSWH=GSW/2 
PMEH=EPSILON*NETRAD+2*CPMA*JDA*GBHH/(CPMA/LHV) 
PMEH=PMEH/(LHV*(EPSILON+1+GBHH/GSWH)) 
DPMEH=PMEH-PMEHZ 
DGSWH=GSWH-GSWHZ 
CCSPMEH=(DPMEH/DGSWH)*(GSWH/PMEHZ) 

LPRINT "JARVIS'S NlJIBERS" 
LPRI NT 11EPSI LON" , 11PME 11 ,"EQE IMPE JDA cPME 11 

LPRINT USING 11+#.#111#"'""" ";EPSILai,PME,EQE,IMPE,JDA,DPME 
LPRINT "ONE MINUS Q4EGA Q4EGA Slope of Wsat ~SW c£ 11 

LPRINT USING "+#.###"""" ";UMO,Q4EGA1S,DGSW,DE 
LPRINT 11 JCCLE 11 , 11 JCCEE11 , 11CCLPME ellS d>WS11 

LPRINT USING 11+#.#111#"'""" ";JCCLE,JCCEE,CCLPME,DIFFWS,DDWS 

4945 GOSUB 15100 'UN-RENAME 

4949 REM ------------------------------------------------------------------

4950 REM OUTPUT CONTROL DATA TO FILES 

4940 IF DlJISX=1 THEN 
4941 PRINT #1 I USING ''+#.###"""" '';CCBIOCA,CCBIOCE,CCBIOCH,CCRUBINA,_ 

CCRUBA,CCRESTA,CCVCE,CCVCH,CCRA,CCRE 
PRINT #5, USING "+#.###"""" ";DEDAS,CCLEAFE,CCSDE,DEDAB,CCBA,_ 
CCBE,CCBSH,CCRA,CCRE,CCLEAFH,CCENVH 
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PRINT 14, USING "+t#,illl#"''"" ";t.MO,Il4EGA,DPtE,EQE, IMPE 
Elll IF 

REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

REM FLUX WEIGHTED CONTROL COEFFICIENTS CALCULATED 
REM WEIGHT THE VALUE 
WEB=EHHR*CCBE 
\lAB=AHHR*CCBA 
WER=EHHR*CCRE 
\lAR=AHHR*CCRA 
WEL=EHHR*CCLEAFE 
\lAL=AHHR*CCLEAFA 
\lAS=AHHR*CCSA 
\lAVC=AHHR*CCVCA 
WAREST=AHHR*CCRESTA 
\I>EDA=EHHR*OEDAS 
ADEDA=EHHR*OEDAS 
WOMEGA=EHHR*a4EGA 

REM SUM THE WEIGHTED VALUES 
WEBS=WEBS+WEB 
\lABS=\IABS+\lAB 
WERS=WERS+WER 
\lARS=WARS+\lAR 
WELS=WELS+WEL 
\lALS=WALS+\lAL 
\lASS=WASS+\lAS 
\lAVCS=\lAVCS+\lAVC 
WARESTS=WARESTS+\lAREST 
EWDEDAS=EWDEDAS+WDEDA 
AWDEDAS=AWDEDAS+ADEDA 
\oOIEGAS=\oO<IEGAS+WOMEGA 

5000 REM 

5005 

5010 

5011 
5012 
5014 

5015 
5021 
5022 
5023 
5024 

IF (ASC(IFQS) <> 121) AND (ASC(ifQS) <> 89) THEN 5050 
LPRiNT CHR$(12) 
NEXT iX 'NEXT TIME INTERVAL 

REM CLOSE 3 INPUT FILE 
CLOSE ill 

FLCI.IQX--o 1 FLOW SET BACK TO DEFAULT : TURBULENT 

IF DUMSX=1 THEN 1 NO DATA STORAGE 
PRINT #1, "END OF GBW11 ;GBW% 
PRiNT #1, " II 

PRINT #2, 11ENO OF GBW'';GBW%" 
PRINT #2, II II 

PRiNT #5, "END OF GBW";GBW% 
PRINT #5, II II 
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5025 
PRINT 14, 11 END OF GBW";GB\4 

END IF 

LPRINT "END GBW11 ;GBWX 

5050 'JIJ4P FRQol 5005 IF INPUT WAS FOR ONLY 1 TIME AND NOT FRQol A FILE 

5100 REM CALCULATE AND PRINT TOTALS AND WEIGHTED MEAN VALUES 

AWWUE=AWWUE/ATOT 

EWWUE=EWWUE/ETOT 

LPRINT 11ATOTAL","ETOTAL11 , 11TOTAL WUE11 , 11AWGHTD WUE","EWGHTD WE" 

LPRINT USING 11#.~""" ";ATOT,ETOT,WUETOT,AWWUE,EWWUE 

5160 REM GET THE WEIGHTED MEAN CC».ITROLS 

WCCBE=f.EBS/ETOT 
WCCBA=WN)S/ATOT 

WCCRE=f.ERS/ETOT 

WCCRA=\IARS/ATOT 

WCCLEAFE=WELS/ETOT 

WCCLEAFA=WALS/ATOT 

WCCSA=\IASS/ATOT 

WCCVCA=\IAVCS/ATOT 

5170 WCCRESTA=WARESTS/ATOT 

EWDEDA=EWDEDAS/ETOT 

AWOEDA=AWDEDAS/ATOT 

WCQoiEGA=WOMEGAS/ETOT 
WI0=1·WCQoiEGA 

5175 LPRINT "WCCBE11 , 11WCCRE" , 11WCCLEAFE 11 , 1'WCCBA11 

LPRINT USING 11+#.####"M" 11 ;WCCBE,WCCRE,WCCLEAFE,WCCBA 

5190 

LPRINT 11WCCRA11 ,"WCCLEAFA" ,"WCCSA WCCVCA11 , 11WCCRESTA" 

LPRINT USING 11+#.####""AA "; WCCRA,WCCLEAFA,WCCSA,WCCVCA,WCCRESTA 

LPRINT 11E WEIGHTED OMEGA E WEIGHTED UNITY MINUS OMEGA EWOEDA","AWEDA" 

LPRINT USING 11+#.###1f'"AA "; WCOMEGA.,WIJoiO,EWDEDA,AWEDA 

LPRINT CHR$(12) 

NEXT GBWX 

NEXT SMS% 

6000 REM 

6001 REM ,..,..,.. •• ,..,..,..,..,..,..****,..*****'**"***********--*******'**'********* 
6002 CLOSE 

6003 END :REM END OF MAIN PROGRAM 

6004 REM ************---**--**********_**,..************************** 
7000 REM 
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8000 REM CORE SUBROOTINE FOR ENERGY AND MASS BALANCE 
8001 REM #II### TOP OF ASSIMILATION Alll CONDUCTAIICE LOOPS#IHftl:*ililllfl# 

EOOT=O 
ALOOPX=O 

8010 WHILE ABS(EQJT·QABS) > 1E·8 

8020 

8030 
8048 
8049 
8050 
8051 
8052 
8055 

8080 REM 
8090 

8110 REM 

GOLD=O 
WHILE ABS(GOLD·GSW) > 1E·14 

AOLD=O 
WHILE ABS(A·AOLD) > 1E·16 

CIOLD=O 
WHILE ABS(CI·CIOLD) > 1E·16 

REM 
REM 
AOLD=A 
GOLD=GSW 
CIOLD=CI 
ALOOP%=ALOOPX -t 1 : REM PRINT 11ALOOP=";ALOOPX 

_GET ENERGY BALANCE 
GOSUB 9500 

GET NEW A AND CS 

A02=0 
8125 WHILE ABS(A·A02)>1E·16 

A02=A 
CSS=((GSC-tE/2)*CI-tA)/(GSC·E/2) 
CSA=((GBC·E/2)*CA·A)/(GBC-tE/2) 

CS=(CSA-tCSS)/2 

CAERR=1 
CAELOOP%=0 

CSOLD=O 
WHILE ABS(CS·CSOLD)> 1E·16 OR ABS(CAERR)>1E·14 

CAELOOPX=CAELOOP% -t 1 
IF CAELOOPX > 500 THEN 
LPRINT "CAELOOP DID NOT CONVERGE, I QUIT" 
END 
END IF 
CSOLD=CS 
CI=((GSC·E/2)*CS·A)/(GSC+E/2) 
CI02=0 

WHILE ABS(CI·CI02)> 1E·16 
CI02=CI 
GOSUB 10000 
CI=((GSC·E/2)*CS·A)/(GSC-tE/2) 
CI=CCI-tCI02)/2 

WEND :REM BOTTOM OF INNER CI LOOP 
CS1=((GSC+E/2)*CI-tA)/(GSC·E!2) 
CADUHMY=((G8C-tE/2)*CS1-tA)/(GBC·Ei2> 
CAERR1=CA·CADUMMY 
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CS2=CS1+1E-6 
CADUMMY=((GBC+E/2)*CS2+A)/(GBC·E/2) 
CAERR2=CA-CADt.MIY 
CS=CS1-CAERR1*(CS2-CS1)/(CAERR2·CAERR1) 
CADUMMY=((GBC+E/2)*CS+A)/(GBC-E/2) 
CAERR=CA ·CADli4MY 

8180 WEND :REM BOTT<Jt Of CS Loo> 
GOSUB 10000 

WEND :REM BOTT<Jt Of INNER A LOOP 

8300 REM GET FINAL VALUES Of GS\1 AND Cl 
8310 GS\I=SMS*A*HS/CS +SMI 
8315 GSC=GS\1/1.6 

CI=((GSC·E/2)*CS·A)/(GSC+E/2) 

REM FINAL ENERGY CHECK 
8317 E=GSW*(\11-\IS)/(1·(\II+WS)/2) 
8318 LHL=E*LHV 
8319 ROUT=2*LWEL*SBC*(TL+TZ)~4 

8320 H=CPMA*GBH*(TL-TA) 
8321 EOUT=LHL+ROUT+H 

8350 WEND :REM BOTTCJ4 Of CI LOOP 
8351 CIOLD=O 
8355 WEND :REM BOTTCI4 Of A LOOP 
8356 AOLD=O :ALOOP%:0 
8360 WEND :REM "BOTTCJ4 Of GS\1 LOOP 
8370 GOLD=O 

8375 WEND :REM END Of OUTER ENERGY BALANCE CHECK 

8380 NETRAO=QABS·ROUT 
8385 DWS=WI ·\IS 

8490 REM Erd of core slbroutine 

'+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

9500 

9502 

REM ENERGY BALANCE LOOP/SUBROUTINE 
1 +++ I I II II I I II II++++++++++++++ II I I I I I+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

ELOOP%=O 
EOUT=O 

WHILE ABS(EOUT·QABS)> 10·8 
9505 TOLD=O 

9507 

9508 

WHILE ABS(TOLD·TL)>1E·6 
EOLD=O 
\150=0 

WHILE ABS(E·EOLD)> 1D·12 OR ABS(\IS·WS0)>1E-9 
EOLD=E 
\ISO=\IS 
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9515 
9520 

9545 

GOSUB 9600 
WSERR1=\lSS-\ISA 
\15=(\ISS+WSA) 12 
E=GSW*(WI-WS)/(1-(WI+\IS)/2) 

GOSU8 9600 

WSERR2=\ISS·\ISA 
IF \ISERR2=\ISERR1 THEN WSERR2=\ISERR2+1E-22 
E=EOLD·((E-EOLD)/(WSERR2-WSERR1))~RR1 

\IS=\IA+(1-(YA+\IS)/2)*E/GBW 
E=GSW*(WI-\IS)/(1-(WI+\IS)/2) 

HS=\lS/\11 

E=GSW*(WI-WS)/(1-(WI+\IS)/2) 

WEND : REM BOTTOM OF CONSTANT E UXP 

9575 REM THE REGFAL ENERGY BALANCE ROOTIIIE 

9576 GOSUB 9650 :REM WITH FIRST ESTIMATE OF TL 

9580 ERR1= QABS - EClJT : REM ENERGY error AT TL 
TOLD=TL 

TL=TL+O.S# 
GOSUB 9650 :REM WITH SECOND ESTIMATE OF TL 
ERR2= QABS - EClJT :REM ENERGY error AT TL+0.5 

TL=TOLD-((TL-TOLD)/(ERR2 - ERR1))*ERR1 
TD=TL : GOSUB 14000 :WI=\ISATQ : REM GET WSAT AT TL 

9585 WEND :REM BOTTCM OF CONSTANT TL LO<P 
GOSUB 9650 
ELOOPX--ELO<P%+1 : rem PRINT "ELOOP=";ELOOPX , TL 

9590 WEND :REM BOTTCM OF EOOT=QABS LO<P 

9599 RETURN 'TO MAIN PROGRAM 

9600 REM SURFACE VAPOR CONCENTRATION LOOPS 
9611 \ISAOLD=O 

9620 

9630 

\ISA=\IS 
WHILE ABS(WSAOLD-\ISA)>1E-8 
\ISAOLD=\lSA 
WSA=\IA+(1-(YA+\ISA)/2)*E/GB\I 

WEND :REM BOTTOM OF WSA LOOP 

WSSOLD=O 
WSS=\IS 
WHILE ABS(WSSOLD-\ISS)>1E-8 
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9645 

WSSOLD=\JSS 
WSS:WI·(1·(WI+IJSS)/2)*E/GSW 

WEND :REM BOTTOM OF WSS LOOP 

RETURN 'TO EVAPORATION LOOP 

9650 REM CALCULATE ENERGY OUT AT CURRENT ESTIMATED LEAF TEMP. 

9655 TD=TL : GOSUB 14000 :WI=WSATQ : REM GET WSAT AT TL 

LHV=45061.62# • 42.85466#*TL :REM LATENT H OF VAPORIZATION AT TL 
9660 E=GSW*(WI·WS)/(1-(IJI+IJS)/2) 
9665 LHL=E*LHV 
9670 ROUT=2*LWEL*SBC*(TL+TZ)A4 
9675 H=CPMA*GBH*(TL·TA) 
9680 EOUT=LHL+ROUT+H 

9699 RETURN 1 TO REGFAL 

I*************************************************************** 
10000 REM ASSIMILATION RATE SUBROUTINE, OUTPUT IN MOLES M-2 S-1 

I*************************************************************** 

10002 REM Adjust units from moles to micromoles 
10008 PI=CI*1000000#*PTOT :REM PRINT 11PI 11 ;PI 

REM Levels and activities of Ps system c~~J~ents at 25 C. 
10010 GSTAR=GSTARNOT*1000000# 
10015 KC=KCNOT*1000000# 
10020 KO=KDNOT*1000000# 
10025 01=01*1000000# 
10030 VCMAX=VCM*1 000000# 
10035 VRMAX=VRMFAC*VCMAX 'Max regen cap. set as X of max carboxyl. capacity 

REM Temperature dependencies 
10120 VRMAX=VRMAX*(1+.0409*(TL·25#)·.00154#*(TL·25)A2·.0000942#*(TL·25)A3) 

'From Kirschbaum & Farquhar 
10134 VCMAX=VCMAX*(1#+.042719#*(TL-25#)) 'After Cherrytree & Farquhar but for soy 
10140 GSTAR=GSTAR*(1+.03934#*(TL·25#)+.000281#*(TL-25)A2) 'Brooks & Farquhar 
10150 KC=KC*EXP(DHKC/(298.16#*8.31433#)*(TL·25#)/(TL+273.16#)) 'Badger & Collatz 
10160 KO=KO*EXP(DHK0/(298.16#*8.31433#)*(TL·25#)/(TL+273.16#)) 'Badger & Collatz 

REM Farquhar, von Carrmerer, Berry initial slopes of light & C02 
' curves and max carboxylation at given C02 

10200 QY=(PI·GSTAR)/(4.5#*PI+10.5#*GSTAR)*IQY 
10220 VC=VCMAX*PI/(PI+KC*(1+01/K0)) 
10230 CMAX=VC*(1·GSTAR/PI) 

REM Determine which capacity limits maximum Ps rate 
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10240 IF CMAX~=VRMAX THEN AMAX=CMAX ELSE AHAX=VRMAX 

REM Quadratic description of light and COZ responses based on 
1 Johnson and Thornley 

10300 B=QY*PFD+NIAX 
10305 Z=QY*PFD*AMAX 
10310 BRAC=B*B·4#*THETA*Z 
10320 A1=(B+SQR(BRAC))/(2t*THETA) 
10321 A2=(B·SQR(BRAC))/(2#*THETA) 
10325 IF A1<=A2 THEN A=A1 ELSE A=A2 

10335 REM Teaperature dependency of day respiration fran Kirschballll and 
1 Far<Jlhar; fits Soy and Cotton well. 

10340 RD = RDNOT*(1 + .0822 *(Tl-25) + .00222 *(TL-25)"2) :' PRINT "RD=";RD 

10350 AGROSS=A 
10351 A=AGROSS·RD 
10400 REM RE·ADJUST UNITS FROM MICROMOLES TO MOLES 
10405 A=A*.000001# 
10408 CMAX=CMAX*.000001# 
10410 RD=RD*.000001# 
10415 AGROSS=AGROSS*. 000001 # 
10420 01=01*.000001# 

AMAX=NIAX*1E·6 
10500 RETURN ' To min 

10600 REM <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

12000 REM PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF AIR & BOUNDARY LAYER CONDUCTANCES 
12001 1 This subroutine calculates the values of a number of pbysical 

1 parameters, most of which are not used in the present version 
1 of this program because the boundary layer is inp:lsed rather 
1 than calculated from wind speed and leaf size. The statements 
1 below the REMark Aerodynamic Nllllbers are "RE!tned" out because 
' these would actually give the bculdary layer cord.K:tances. 

12010 MIXRATJ0=.62197*1.0053*VA/(PTOT·1.0053*VA):REM GRAM WV/GRAM DRY AIR 
12011 REM VIRTUAL TEMPERATURE 
12020 TVIR=(TA+TZ)*(11+MIXRATI0/(18.016/28.966))/(1!+MIXRATIO) 
12021 TVINC=TVIR·(TA+TZ) 

12030 REM DENSITY OF MOIST AIR 9 M-3 TO MOL M-3 
12031 RHOAG=348.38*1000#*PTOT/(.9996*TVIR) 
12032 RHOAM = RHOAG/(29! * (1·.38*WA)) 

12035 REM LATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATION AT AIR TEMP LKVA, J MOL-1 
12036 LHVA=45061.62# · 42.85466*TA 

12100 REM DYNAMIC VISCOSITY OF AIR AT STD Pressure & 23C VISDYN, 9 M-1 S-1 
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12101 
12102 

12110 
12112 

12120 

12130 
12131 

12140 
12141 

12150 

12160 

12170 
12171 
12180 
12181 

12200 
12205 
12210 
12211 
12221 
12225 
12226 
12230 
12239 
12240 

YISNOT=.000018325# 
CNOT:120#: TNOT= 296.16# : REM CONSTANTS 

VISDYN=1000*VISNOT*((CNOT+TNOT)/(TA+TZ+CNOT))*((TA+TZ)/TNOT)A1.5 
PRINT "VISDYN";VISDYN 

VISKIN==VISDYN/RifOAG :REM M2 S-1 (mass has cancelled) MOIST AIR 

REM DlFFUSIVITY OF VAPOR IN DRY AIR; M2 S-1 
DIFVV=.OOOOZ26#*(((TA+TZ)/TZ)A1.81)*1/PTOT 

REM THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF DRY AIR, W M-1 K-1 
THCOND=.02425+(.0000703S#*TA) 

TCOEFF=1/(TA+TZ) : REM TEMP COEFF OF VOLUME EXPANSION 

GGROUP=9.80616*TCOEFF/(VISKIN)A2 

REM SP HEAT MOIST AIR J MOL·1 K·1 
CPMA= 29.1+1.845*MIXRATI0*(28.966/18.016)+.0029 

REM DlfFUSIVITY OF HEAT IN AIR· M2 S-1 
DIFHEAT=THCOND/(RHOAM*CPMA) 

REM AERODYNAMIC NUMBERS 
REM REYNOLD'S NUMBER 
REM REMOLD = WIND*LWIDTH/VISKIN 
REM LPRINT 11REYNOLD 1S=11 ;RENOLD 
REM 
REM SCHMIT=VISKIN/DIFWV :REM SCHMIDT NUMBER 
REM 
REM PRAND=VISKIN/DIFHEAT :REM PRANDTLE NUMBER 
REM 
REM TEST FOR LAMINAR VS TURBULENT FORCED CONVECTION 

12241 REM 
12245 REM IF ( RENOLD < 1 0000#) 

REM THEN 
12250 REM 
12255 REM 

REM 
REM 

12275 REM 
REM 

12280 REM 

NUS=.66*(RENOLDA.5)*(PRANDA.3333) 
FL~1 :I FLCI.I Is LAMINAR 

ELSE 
NUS=.032*(RENOLDA.8)*PRANDA.3333 

1 TURBULENT TRANSPORT 
END IF 

12300 REM ONE-SIDED BOUNDARY LAYER RESISTANCES TO TWO-SIDED CONDUCTANCE 
12310 REM 
12320 REM 
12325 REM 
12330 REM 
12331 REM 
12335 REM 
12340 REM 

HEAT 
ORBH=LWIDTH/(OIFHEAT*NUS) 
RBH=(ORBH/1000)*.082057S#*(TA+TZ)/(PTOT*1.01325): 1M2 S MOL-1 

GBH=2/RBH :REM Ntlol TOTAL CONDUCTANCE OF 2 SIDES 
RBH=1/GBH 
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REM WATER VAPOR 
REM IF FLCW%=0 

12345 REM 1 WATER VAPOR AND C02 IF FULLY TURIIJLENT FL~ 
REM THEN GBW=GBH: GBC~BH: 

12349 REM ELSE 
12350 REM 1 WATER VAPOR AND C02 IF LAMINAR F~ 
12355 REM ORB~BH*(SCHMIT/PRANQ)A.67 

12360 REM RBW=(~BW/1 000)*. 082575#*(TA+TZ)/(PTOT*1.01325) :I M2 s MOL -1 
12361 REM 
12365 REM GBW=2/RBW 
12380 REM GBC~BW/1 .37 

REM Ell> IF 

12490 RETURN 1 TO MAIN PROGRAM 

13000 REMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

14000 REM WATER VAP~ PARAMETERS 

14001 DEF FNCL(X)=LOG(X)* .43429448# 'Cannon log defined from natural log 

REM GOFF-GRATCH EQUATION Vsat=f(T) 
14005 TK=TD+TZ 
14006 TS=373.16 
14010 QU=-7.90298*(TS/TK·1)+5.02808*FNCL((TS/TK)) 
14011 QU:QU·1.3816E·07*(·1+10A(11.344*(1·TK/TS))) 
14012 QU=QU+8.132801E-03*(-1+1QA(·3.49149*((TS/TK)·1))) 
14015 QU=OU+FNCL(1.013246) 
14035 VSATQ=10~U 
14036 WSATQ=VSATQ/PTOT 

REM SUPE OF THE SATURATION VAPOR CURVE AT TEMP IN QUESTION 
14050 D1:(6790.5-5.02808*TK+4.9168*10A(·.0304*TIC)*JKA2+174209*10A(·1302.88/TIC)) 

DWSDTQ=D1*(VSATQ/(TK*TK))/PTOT 
14075 RETURN 

14491 REMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

15000 REM RENAME PARAMETERS FOR FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCS 

15010 AZ=A 
15011 AMAXZ=AMAX 
15012 CAZ=CA 
15013 CIZ=CI 
15014 CMAXZ=CMAX 
15015 CPMAZ=CPMA 
15016 CSZ=CS 

DWSZ=DWS 
15017 EOOTZ=EOOT 
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15018 GBCZ=GBC 
15019 GSCZ=GSC 
15020 GBHZ=GBH 
15021 GBWZ=GBW 
15022 GPAZ=GPA 
15023 GM=GSV 
15024 JQYZ:JQY 
15025 LWELZ=LWEL 
15026 NETRADZ=NETRAD 
15027 SMIZ=SMI 
15028 SMSZ=SMS 
15029 TAZ=TA 
15030 TLZ=TL 
15031 HSZ=HS 
15032 HZ=H 
15033 EZ=E 
15034 PFDZ=PFD 
15035 QABSZ=QABS 
15036 RaJTZ=ICUT 
15037 RDZ=RD 
15038 LHLZ=LHL 
15039 VCMZ=VCM 
15040 VRMAXz=VRMAX 
15041 VRMFACZ=VRHFAC 
15042 WAZ=WA 

15043 WIZ=WI 
15044 WSZ=W 
15060 RETIJII 

REM *-**-**-********--******-************~** 

15100 REM UN-RENAME PARAMETERS FROM FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATIONS 

15110 
15111 
15112 
15113 
15114 
15115 
15116 

15117 
15118 
15119 
15120 
15121 
15122 
15123 
15124 
15125 

A=AZ 
AMAX=AMAXZ 
CA=CAZ 
CI=CIZ 
CMAX=CMAXZ 

CPMA=CPMAZ 
CS=CSZ 
DWS=OWSZ 
EaJT=EaJTZ 
GBC=GIICZ 
GSC=GSCZ 
GBH=GBKZ 
GBW=GBWZ 
GPA=GPAZ 
GS\I=GM 
IQY=IQYZ 
LWEL=LWELZ 
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15126 NETRAD=NETRAOZ 
15127 SMI=SMIZ 
15128 SMS=SMSZ 
15129 TA=TAZ 
15130 TL=TLZ 
15131 HS=HSZ 
15132 H=HZ 
15133 E=EZ 
15134 PFD=PFDZ 
15135 QABS=QABSZ 
15136 Ra.JT=ROUTZ 
15137 RD=RDZ 
15138 LHL=LHLZ 
15139 VCM=VCMZ 
15140 VRMAX=VRMAXZ 
15141 VRMFAC=VRMFACZ 
15142 WA=WAZ 
15143 WI=WIZ 
15144 WS=WSZ 

15160 RETURN 

15190 REM ***********************************-**************** 
15200 REM 
15500 
15510 

REM 
REM 

FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATIONS 

15515 REM ······----------------------------------------------

15550 REM FIND ENERGY BALANCE AND FLUXES WITH INCREMENTED PARAMETER 

GOSIJB 8000 

15600 REM FIND THE INCREMENTAL DIFFERENCES IN PARAMETER LEVELS 
15645 1 Print statements are included for all orignal, incremented, and 

1 differential parameters but have been "REMmed'' out in this 
1 version in order to limit the quantity of· material printed 

15647 IF DFX=O THEN DG=GSW-GSWZ 
15650 REM CALCULATE dE/dg 
15651 REM 
15655 DE=E-EZ : rem LPRINT "DE,E,EZ";DE,E,EZ 
15656 REM 
15660 DEDG=DE/DG : rem LPRINT "DEDG";DEDG 
15665 REM CALCULATE dA/dg 
15666 DA=A·AZ : rem LPRINT 11DA,A,AZ11 ;DA,A,AZ 
15667 DAA=fJA/A 
15668 DAOG = DA/DG : rem LPRINT 11DAOG";DAOG 
15670 REM calculate deda 

IF DADG=O THEN 
LPRINT "dA/dG=O ••• c£/dA INFINITE" 
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ELSE 
15671 DEDA=OEDG/DADG 

Ell) IF 
15675 REM calculate dH/dg and dRout/dg 
15676 OH=H-HZ : rem LPRINT 11DH,H,HZ11 ,0H,H,HZ 
156IT OROOT=ROOT-ROUTZ : rem LPRINT "DROUT ,ROOT";DROUT ,ROOT ,ROUTZ 
15678 DHDG=OH/DG 
15679 DRDG=OROOT/DG 
15683 
15684 
15685 

DTL=TL-TLZ 
OCI=CI-CIZ 
OCS=CS-CSZ 

:rem LPRINT "DTL,TL,TLZ";DTL,TL,TLZ 
:rem LPRINT 110CI,CI,CIZ";DCI,CI,CIZ 
:rem LPRINT "DCS,CS,CSZ";DCS,CS,CSZ 

15686 DIFFWS=WS-WSZ :rem LPRINT 1101FFWS,WS,WSZ11 ;DIFFWS,WS,WSZ 
OWI=\11-WIZ :rem LPRINT "DWI,WI,WIZ";DW.I,WI,WIZ 
DDWS=OWS-DWSZ :rem LPRINT "dDWS,DWS,DIJSZ";DDWS,DWS,DWSZ 

15687 DGSW=GSW-GSWZ :rem LPRINT "DGSW,GSW,GSWZ";DGSW,GSW,GSWZ 
15688 
15689 

DCA=CA-CAZ 
DTA=TA-TAZ 

:rem LPRINT "DCA,CA,CAZ";DCA,CA,CAZ 
:rem LPRINT "DTA,TA,TAZ";DTA,TA,TAZ 

15690 OWA=\IA-WAZ :rem LPRINT 11DWA,WA11 ;DWA,WA 
15691 DHS=HS-HSZ :rem LPRINT "DHS,HS,HSZ";DHS,HS,HSZ 

DEOUT=EOOT-EOUTZ :rem LPRINT 1'DEOUT ,EOOT ,EOUTZ11 

DEE=DE/EZ :DGG=OG/GZ: CC=DEE/DGG :rem LPRINT 11DEE,DGG,CC";DEE,DGG,CC 

15700 REM CALCULATE THE ACTUAL COEFFICIENTS 

15710 REM CALCULATE CONTROL C~FF ICIENT WITH RESPECT TO EVAPORATION 
15715 IF DF~O THEN 

CCGE=OEOG*GSWZ/EZ 
ELSEIF DF~1 THEN 

CCGE=OEDG*GBWZ/EZ 
ELSEIF DF~2 THEN 

CCGE=OEOG*IQYZ/EZ 
ELSEIF DF~-1 THEN 

CCGE=OEDG*VCMZ/EZ 
ELSEIF DF~-2 THEN 

CCGE=OEDG*VRMFACZ/EZ 
ELSEIF DF~3 THEN 

CCGE=(DE/EZ)*1/(INCREM -1) 
END IF 

15720 REM calculate control coefficient with respect to assimilation 
15725 IF DF~O THEN 

CCGA=OADG*GSWZ/ AZ 
ELSEIF DF~1 THEN 

CCGA=OADG*GBWZ/AZ 
ELSEIF DF~2 THEN 

CCGA=OADG*IQYZ/AZ 
ELSEIF DF~-1 THEN 

CCGA=OADG*VCMZ/AZ 
ELSEIF DF~-2 THEN 

CCGA=OADG*VRMFACZ/AZ 
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ELSEIF Dfl=3 THEN 
CCGA=(DA/AZ)*1/(INCREM - 1) 

END If 

15730 REM calculate control coefficient with respect to SENS HEAT FLUX 
15735 If DFl=O THEN 

CCGH=DHDG*GSWZ/HZ 
ELSEIF Dfl=1 THEN 

CCGH=DHDG*GBWZ/HZ 
ELSEIF Dfl=Z THEN 

CCGH=DHDG*IQYZ/HZ 
ELSEIF DFX=-1 THEN 

CCGH=DHDG*VCMZ/HZ 
ELSEIF DFX=·Z JHEN 

CCGH=DHDG*VRMFACZ/HZ 
ELSEIF DFX=3 THEN 

CCGH=(DH/HZ)*1/(INCREM - 1) 
END If 

15740 REM calculate control coefficient with respect to radiative flux 
15745 IF DFX=O THEN 

CCGR=DRDG*GSWZ/ROUTZ 
ELSEIF DFX=1 THEN 

CCGR=DRDG*GBWZ/ROUTZ 
ELSEJF DFX=Z THEN 

CCGR=DRDG*IQYZ!ROUTZ 
ELSEJF DFX.-1 THEN 

CCGR=DEDR*VCMZ/ROUTZ 
·ELSEIF DFX.-Z THEN 

CCGR=DEDR*VRMFACZ/ROUTZ 
ELSEJF DFX=3 THEN 

CCGR=(DROUT/ROUTZ)*1/(INCREM · 1) 
END If 

15750 REM PRINTING Of VARIOUS FINITE DIFFERENCES 

IF CRF%<>0 THEN 

15760 PRINT 11c:E 11 111dA1' 111c£ deda11 

15761 PRINT USING 11#.###"'AA" 11;DE 1DA1DG 1DEDA 
1576Z PRINT "CCoeff. g w/r A" 1 

11CCoeff. g W/r E" 
15765 PRINT CCGA, 1 CCGE 

15770 LPR INT l'dEII I lid\ II I l'dgll, "c:E/dgll, "d\/dg c:Ed\" 
15771 LPRINT USING "+#.###"'""" 11 ;DE,DA,DG,DEDG,DADG,DEDA 
15m LPRINT 1'dCI 11 , 1'dCS","<AIS","dgsw'1 , 11dTL dA/A11 

15m LPRINT USING "+#.###"'""" 11 ;DCI,DCS,DIFAIS~DGst.I,DTL,DAA 

15774 REM 
15775 
15776 

LPRINT ••cc.g w/r A","CC.g w/r E11 ,"CC.g w/r Heat"," 
LPRINT USING ''+#.#till#"""" 11 ;CCGA1 CCGE',CCGH,CCGR 
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15780 LPRINT 
END IF 

15790 RETUHI 
15999 

19300 

19302 

REM ••••••••••••• 

I I I I I I I I I I++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ t t I I I I I I++++++++ 

REM BINARY DIFFUSION ENERGY BALANCE LOOP/SUBROUTINE 
'• llll<lllllt++++++++++ll+t 1111++++++++++++11111+++11111111++++++++++++ 

ELOOPX:O 
EOUT=O 

WHILE ABS(EOUT·QABS)> 1D·8 
19305 TOLD=O 

19307 

19308 

19315 
19330 

WHILE ABS(TOLD·TL)>1E-6 
EOLD=O 

WHILE ABS(E-EOLD)> 1D-12 
EOLD=E 

WS=WA+E/GBW 
E=GTW*(WI·WA) 
HS=WS!WI 
GSW=SMS*A*HS/CS + SMI 

\lEND : REM BOTTOM OF CONSTANT E LOOP 

19375 REM THE REGFAL ENERGY BALANCE ROUTINE 

19376 GOSUB 19450 :REM WITH FIRST ESTIMATE OF TL 

19380 ERR1= QABS • EOUT 
TOLD=TL 

TL=TL+0.5# 

REM ENERGY error AT TL 

OOSU8 19450 :REM WITH SECOND ESTIMATE OF TL 
ERR2= QABS - EOUT :REM ENERGY error AT TL+0.5 

TL=TOLD·((TL·TOLD)/(ERR2 - ERR1))*ERR1 
TD=TL : GOSUB 14000 :Wt=WSATQ : REM GET WSAT AT TL 

19385 WEND :REM BOTTOM OF CONSTANT TL LOOP 
GOSUB 19450 
ELOOP%=ELOOPX+1 : REM PRINT "ELOOP=";ELOOP% I TL 

19390 WEND :REM BOTTOM OF EOUT=QABS LOOP 

19399 RETIJtll 'TO MAIN PROGRAM 

19450 REM CALCULATE ENERGY OUT AT CURRENT ESTIMATED LEAF TEMP. 
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19455 TD=TL : GOSUB 14000 :WI=WSATQ : REM GET WSAT AT TL 

LHV=45061.62# • 42.85466#*TL :REM LATENT H OF VAPCRIZATION AT TL 

19460 E=GTW*(WI·WA) 

19465 LHL=E*LHV 

19470 ROUT=2*LWEL*SBC*(TL+TZ)A4 

19475 H=CPMA*GBH*(TL·TA) 

19480 EOUT=LHL +ROOT+H 

19499 RETURN 'TO REGFAL 

19500 REM REDUCED FEEDBACK ENERGY BALANCE LOOP/SUBROUTINE 

19502 

'+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++41111111++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

ELOOP%=0 

EOOT=O 

WHILE ABS(EOUT-QABS)> 1D-B 

19505 TOlD=O 

19507 

19508 

WHILE ABS(TOlD·TL)>1E·6 

EOlD=O 

WHILE ABS(E·EOLO)> 1D·12 

EOLD=E 

19575 REM THE REGFAL ENERGY BALANCE ROOTINE 

19576 GOSUB 19650 :REM WITH FIRST ESTIMATE OF TL 

19580 ERR1= QABS • EOUT : REM ENERGY error AT TL 

TOLD=TL 

TL=TL+O.S# 

GOSUB 19650 :REM WITH SECOND ESTIMATE OF TL 

ERR2= QABS • EOUT :REM ENERGY error AT TL+0.5 

TL=TOlD·((TL·TOlD)/(ERR2 • ERR1))*ERRt 

WEND : REM BOTTOM OF CC»>STANT E LOIP 

19585 WEND :REM BOTTOM OF C(JISTANT TL LOOP 

GOSUB 19650 

ELOOP%=ELOOPX+1 : REM PRINT "ELOOP=";ELOOPX I TL 

19590 WEND :REM BOTTOM OF EOOT=QABS LOOP 

19599 RETURN 'TO MAIN PROGRAM 
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19650 REM CALCULATE ENERGY OUT AT ruRRENT ESTIMATED LEAF TEMP. 

19655 TD=TL : GOSUB 14000 :WI=WSATQ : REM GET WSAT AT TL 

E=GTW*(WI ·WA) 

LHL=E*LHV 

19660 
19665 

19670 ROUT=2*LWEL*S8C*(TLO+TZ)A4 'Radiation interaction cut to give OMEGA 

19675 H=CPMA*GBH*(TL • TA) 

19680 EOUT=LHL+ROJT+H 

19699 RETURN 'TO REGFAL 
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